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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Constructing models through the specification of conditional distributions, or the condi­
tional modeling approach, is being recognized as an appealing approach to a multivariate data 
analysis that may contain complex dependence structures. In contrast to direct specification of 
a multivariate distribution for the entire set of random variables, or the simultaneous modeling 
approach, the conditional approach specifies a conditional distribution for each variable given 
the values of the other variables. This approach, which is becoming more frequent in multi­
variate modeling, has a number of advantages over the simultaneous approach. In particular, 
while direct specification of a full multivariate model is difficult except for some simple situ­
ations such as independent cases, dependence structures may often be well-described by local 
structures, which leads naturally to conditional specifications. This approach is an attractive 
option in the analysis of spatial data, particularly when no repeated measurement is available 
for the same locations and, consequently, standard methods based on an independent sample 
are not applicable. An additional benefit of the conditional approach is that multivariate data 
may be relatively easily simulated using the method of Gibbs sampling. When each specified 
conditional distribution is described as depending only on a subset of the entire variables in 
a form of a neighborhood, the resulting joint probability measure is referred to as a Markov 
random field. (MRF). 
Our interest throughout this dissertation is on a subclass of conditionally specified models, 
which we call exponential family conditional (EEC) models. A class of such models may be 
formulated by assuming that the conditional distributions included in the models are specified 
as exponential family distributions. Given the number of established results available for 
them, exponential families have played a central role in parametric inference. The class of 
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EEC models is thus expected to provide a general model structure that may be applied to a 
wide variety of situations. It is important, then, from a practical point of view, to develop 
and refine statistical methodology for this class of models, which is the overall objective of this 
study. 
A number of models have been studied in the class of EFC models. Among such models, the 
Gaussian conditionals family has attracted a major interest, both theoretically and practically. 
Equipped with a number of familiar results and methodologies and largely due to the fact 
that the joint density is explicitly available, Gaussian conditionals models have been applied 
to many problems. Despite the usefulness of the Gaussian conditionals family, there is also 
a great demand for a general framework of multivariate models that can be used to model 
non-Gaussian data. Unfortunately, many of the nice properties and results that are available 
for Gaussian conditionals models are not transferable to non-Gaussian EFC models, and more 
studies and efforts are required to develop adequate procedures for modeling, estimation and 
inference for a generalized class of EFC models. Among a number of issues associated with 
such general EFC models, we are mainly concerned in this dissertation with three problems: 
(1) developing a general procedure of MRF construction using multi-parameter exponential 
families, (2) application of the general procedure to a problem of spatial, categorical data 
analysis, and (3) investigating useful para.meterizations of EFC models. 
Procedures for constructing EFC models have been studied from two main points of view 
in the past, which we call the compatible conditionals approach and the negpotential function 
approach. The compatible conditionals approach provides a formal characterization of the joint 
model, but is often difficult to apply to large problems due to the complicated form of the joint 
distribution. That is, while the compatible conditionals approach gives a general form for the 
joint distribution that corresponds to a set of (compatible) conditional distributions, it provides 
little guidance on how to model dependence structures through the conditional specifications in 
the first place. The negpotential function approach presents an explicit construction procedure 
for MRF models using an expansion of the joint density, but it is not immediately clear that 
it is applicable to the entire class of EFC models formulated by the compatible conditionals 
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approach. In this study, we will connect these two approaches and develop a general MRF 
construction procedure for EFC models that possesses strong points of both approaches and, 
hence, is more flexible and applicable for formulating a variety of multi-parameter exponential 
family conditionals. 
The development of a flexible construction procedure for EFC models is motivated by 
the need to construct a MRF model from multi-parameter exponential family conditionals 
in a complex spatial problem involving categorical data from an environmental study. For 
this problem, the conditional approach is one of the few promising approaches since other 
spatial models such as geostatistical models based on a continuous random field seem hardly 
applicable due to the categorical nature of the data. In this study, we construct a MRF model 
for positively correlated bounded-sum variables, such as probability vectors. This MRF model 
is incorporated as a latent process for the probability vectors of a conditionally independent 
multinomial observational process in a spatial mixture model. In this spatial mixture model, 
we attempt to build a more realistic model by modeling the conceptual process that leads to 
the actual categories at locations. 
The general construction procedure of EFC models developed in this study yields a nec­
essary form of EFC distributions, which are parameterized using the natural or canonical 
exponential family parameters. This parameterization, however, may not necessarily be con­
venient for some problems. In particular, the natural parameterization of EFC models may 
not structurally fit to every problem. In this dissertation, we will investigate a new parame­
terization that is more versatile and useful in many situations, such as on an irregular lattice 
in which locations may have variable numbers of neighbors. The main components that de­
termine an EFC model may be considered to be (1) a set of conditional distributions, (2) a 
neighborhood system, and (3) a parameterization that controls the manner that effects from 
neighboring variables are incorporated to the conditional distribution. Consideration of the 
third element is important to provide models that capture key features of spatial problems in 
understandable functions of model parameters. 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, important results 
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regarding the construction of conditionally specified models are reviewed. In Chapter 3, a 
class of EFC models is formulated and a flexible construction procedure for EFC models is 
presented. As an illustration of the procedure, a MRF for bounded-sum variables is proposed 
using conditionals in a Dirichlet-type family of distributions. Chapter 4 applies this MRF 
model to a problem of spatial modeling of riverine sediment types. We demonstrate methods 
of modeling, estimation, and analysis of a spatial mixture model having the MRF model as 
a mixing process. In Chapter 5, we consider the issue of parameterizations in EFC models, 
proposing a new parameterization and showing its usefulness and validity by simulations. 
Chapter 6 closes this dissertation with some general concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, some fundamental results on conditionally specified models are reviewed. 
After a brief introduction to conditional model specification, to be discussed throughout this 
dissertation, two main approaches to the construction of conditionally specified models are 
discussed. We also review some important properties of exponential families, which will be 
used in later chapters. 
2.1. Construction of Conditionally Specified Models 
2.1.1. Conditionally Specified Models 
Model construction involving the specification of conditional distributions has been studied 
as an alternative approach to simultaneous specification of a multivariate distribution. Com­
parisons between the conditional and simultaneous approaches have been discussed by Brook 
(1964) and Cressie (1993, Chapter 6). There are many possible ways to obtain a multivariate 
distribution from a set of conditional and marginal distributions. Gel m an and Speed (1993) de­
rived conditions under which a set of conditional and/or marginal distributions would uniquely 
determine a joint distribution. Many studies consider a more specific situation, in which for 
each of a finite collection of random variables Y = {Yi, • • •, Yn}; n > 2, a conditional distribu­
tion given the values of the other variables, y= {y3 : j ^ ?!}, is specified. Each conditional 
is specified by a probability density or mass function fi(yi\y~i) with respect to a probability 
measure v t. 
Once the conditionals are fully specified by {/,(%/i|y_,) : yi G fi;, i  = 1, • • - ,  n}, it is impor­
tant to know whether there exists a joint distribution that satisfies the specified conditionals 
and, if so, what form it has. Two approaches have been developed to study these questions, 
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which we call the compatible conditionals approach and the negpotential function approach. In 
the following we will present a brief review of these two approaches. 
2.1.2. Compatible Conditionals Approach 
Compatibility Theorem 
Consider conditional specifications for a set of n random variables Y = {>1, • • •, >'„} such 
that Yi € Qi for i = 1, • • -,n. A set of conditional distributions (or families of conditional 
distributions) {fi(yi\y~i) : i = I,n} is said to be compatible if there exists at least one joint 
distribution for Y that satisfies the given conditionals. A general condition for compatible 
conditionals in the bivariate case was derived by Arnold and Press (1989), which will be shown 
in the following. 
Theorem 1 (Arnold and Press, 1989) Consider a set of variables (Yi, Y2) such that Y\ € 
fii and Y2 6 0%. A joint density/mass function /(î/1,2/2), with /i(y112/2) and /*2(i/2lî/i) o-s its 
conditionals, exists if and only if 
Note that the integrability of Ui (2.1) implies the integrability of u2 over fi2. A multivariate 
extension of this theorem was briefly discussed in Section 8.5 of Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia 
(1999) and will be formally stated as Theorem 6 in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 
Exponential Family Conditional Models 
Consider a class of conditionally specified models whose conditional distributions are spec­
ified in exponential families; that is, each conditional pdf/pmf is specified in the exponential 
{(2/1,2/2) : /1 (3/113/2) > 0} = {(yi,y2) : /2W2/1) > 0} = fi, and 
2. there exist some functions u\(•) and Wg(-) such that for all (y1; y2) 6 £2, 
fijyiM _ mi(2/1) 
/2(3/2|!/i) "2(3/2)' 
such, that 





/«(î/i|y_»; #) = exp - 5,(y_,-; 0) + C l { y i )  , (2.2) 
2/i e O,,  {yi, y-t}  €  n ,  i = l ,  • • -n, 
where {T,,i(y,), - - - ,Ti^(z/i)} are minimal sufficient statistics, {A,^(-) : = 1, and 
Bi(-) are functions of y_,-, and C,(-) is a function of yi. Note that the dependence of these 
conditionals on some common parameter set 6 has been made explicit in expression (2.2). 
Exponential families are a flexible class of distributions which have many nice mathematical 
and statistical properties in common, and include many distributions that frequently appear 
in parametric inference, such as Gaussian, Poisson, Binomial, Gamma, Beta, Multinomial 
and Dirichlet families of distributions. Arnold and Strauss (1991) characterized the bivariate 
distributions that may be constructed from conditional distributions specified in exponential 
families, and that result was extended to the multivariate case by Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia 
(1999, Chapter 8). 
Theorem 2 (Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia; 1999) If a set of conditionals specified by ex­
ponential family distributions (2.2) is compatible, then the joint probability density/mass func­
tion for Y must be of the form: 
for any y 6 0 and where T i f i{y t) = 1 for all i <E {1, • • n} and 6 = {Okuk2,-,kn : 0 < < 
<?i, i = 1, • • •, n} are parameters, except for 0o,-,o which is a function of the other parameters 
and becomes the normalizing constant for the joint density or mass function. 
2.1.3.  Negpotential  Function Approaches 
A Markov random field (MRF) model is a special case of conditionally specified models in 
which each conditional distribution is explicitly dependent only on a subset of the total set of 
variables, that subset being called a neighborhood. A neighborhood Ni for a variable Yi may 
/(y;9)=exp , (2.3) 
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be formally defined as, 
N i  =  { h  :  f i ( y i \y~ i )  depends functionally on y ^ ,  h  ^  i } .  
Besag (1974, 1975) introduced an approach that can be used to construct a valid MRF model 
from a set of specified conditionals. The central component in this approach is an expanded 
form of the joint density called the negpotential function. Besag demonstrated a method to 
identify a joint distribution by expressing the negpotential function as a sum of component 
functions, and Cressie and Lele (1992) showed that these functions could be expressed in 
terms of the specified conditional densities. With an application of the Hammerthly-Clifford 
theorem (e.g., Besag 1974, Cressie 1993, Clifford 1990), the resulting joint distribution may 
be simplified depending on the neighborhood structure. Besag's approach was extended to a 
general construction procedure for MRF models by Kaiser and Cressie (2000). They presented 
conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a joint to be obtained by this approach, relaxing 
the conditions of Besag (1974) on the support and the negpotential function. The main results 
of Besag (1974) and Kaiser and Cressie (2000) are summarized in the following. 
Negpotential Function 
For any set of random variables Y having pdf/pmf /(y) on an observation space f2, the 
negpotential function is defined as 
= (2.4) 
where y* = (t/*, • • - , y*)T is any particular value in fi. Since /(y*) is constant, identification 
of Q implies identification of the joint density /, up to a normalizing constant. An important 
result is that the negpotential function may be written as an expansion, 
Q ( y )  =  + Y  Y  H i j { y i , y j )  +  j ^ Y  Y  « 2 , - 3 ( ^ , , ^ 2 ^ . 3 )  
i =  1 1 < i < j < n  I<i'i<i2<i3<n 
H— + #i,2,-,n(yi, • • -,yn), y g fi, (2.5) 
for some set of functions { H . { -  •  •)}• Lemma 1 of Kaiser and Cressie (2000) shows that a set 
of H functions that satisfy (2.5) may be written in terms of the conditional density functions 
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under a condition called the MRF support condition, 
{y*} x $t-Ç £); i = n, (2.6) 
where is the support of Y_,- = (Fi, • • •, Y,_i, Y;+i, • • •, Yn). The forms of the H functions 
given in Lemma 1 of Kaiser and Cressie (2000) are 
'  f { y i \ { y *  - 3  ±  » } ) '  
H t { y t )  = log 
(«/,,%) = log 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
_/(3/*l%,, {!/t = ^ /(%/'l{!/t = ^ 9^ *}) 
with similar expressions for higher-order terms. 
Construction of MRF Models 
It remains to show when the negpotential function with each term having the form identified 
as above yields a valid joint distribution. An answer to this question is provided in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Kaiser and Cressie, 2000) Assume a set of conditionals {/,(y;|y-;) : i = 
!,•••, n} is specified along with a value y" £ Q that satisfies the MRF support condition (2.6). 
Then, a joint distribution having those specified conditionals exists, and may be identified, up 
to a normalizing constant, from the negpotential function (2.5) with the H functions identified 
as in (2.7) and (2.8), if and only if 
1. The H functions constructed from the specified conditionals are each invariant under 
permutation of their associated indices. For example, under the assumption of pairwise 
o n l y  d e p e n d e n c e  i t  m u s t  b e  s a t i s f i e d  t h a t  H i j ( - )  =  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  { 1 ,  •  •  - n ) .  
2. The negpotential function Q(-), constructed from the H functions defined on support 
Çl! = {y : exp{Q(y)} > 0}, satisfies 
f exp{Q(t)}di/(t) 
Ja 
for the appropriate measure v. 
< oo 
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Terms in the negpotential function (2.5) are reduced according to the neighborhood structure 
via the Hammersley-Clifford theorem given below. Note that a clique is defined as a single 
variable or a set of variables such that each variable is contained in the neighborhood of every 
other variable in the set. 
Theorem 4 (Hammersley-Clifford Theorem) Consider Y = {Yi, • • •, Y n }  with joint den­
s i t y /(•) and associated neighborhood index sets {Ar{ : i = 1, • • •, n}. Assume the MRF support 
condition. Then, any function Hi tj t... th given in (2.5) is equal to zero unless the variables 
{Y,, Yj, • • •, Y/J form, a clique. 
An important assumption that is often made in MRF modeling is the assumption of 
p a i r wise-only dependence. An MRF is said to have pairwise-only dependence when HA{-) = 0 
in (2.5) for any A whose number of distinct elements is 3 or more. A common neighborhood 
structure that implies pairwise-only dependence is the four nearest neighborhood structure on 
a lattice, in which the neighborhood of each variable contains one site above, one below, one 
to the left, and one to the right. In this case, pairwise-only dependence is a consequence of 
the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, rather than an assumption. 
Exponential Family Auto-Models 
Besag (1974) formulated a class of MRF models having one-parameter exponential family 
conditionals. Models in this class are called exponential family auto-models, and the necessary 
form of their conditional densities is given in the following result. 
Theorem 5 (Besag, 1974) Assume a set of conditionals are specified as one-parameter ex­
ponential family distributions having the form in (2.2). Further, assume pairwise-only depen­
dence.  Thfn.  the functions A; (•)  in (2.2)  must  be of  the form 
JE# 
where Ni is the neighborhood index set ofYi and 0 = {o„ : 1 < i, j < ?;,} is a parameter set 
with restrictions rjij = and = 0 for all i,j € {1, • • -n}. 
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Lee, Kaiser and Cressie (2001) relaxed the pairwise-only dependence assumption to derive a 
necessary form of the conditionals under a general dependence structure for one-parameter 
auto-models. These results about auto-models were originally developed under an assumption 
called the positivity condition, that Q = Qi x • • • x £ln with y* E 0, but may be proved with 
any y* G Q satisfying the weaker MRF-support condition (2.6). 
2.1.4. Examples of Exponential Family Conditionals Models 
While most conditionally specified models that have been developed are exponential family 
conditional models, some models involving non-exponential family conditionals have been dis­
cussed by Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1999, Chapter 5). The family of Gaussian conditionals 
models has long been a prime interest in the class of EFC models. Gelman and Meng (1991) 
discussed when a set of conditionals specified in Gaussian lead to a multivariate Gaussian 
for the joint. Arnold and Strauss (1988, 1991) characterized the class of bivariate/trivariate 
distributions having conditionals in exponential family forms. A number of models having 
exponential family conditionals are cataloged in Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1999, Chapter 
5), mostly for bivariate settings. 
Applications of MRF models have been directed mostly at spatial problems due to the 
natural connection of spatial location and the concept of neighborhoods (but see Kaiser (2001) 
for an exception). The class of exponential family auto-models (Besag, 1974) has been the 
main interest in applications, involving various one-parameter EFC models such as Gaussian, 
Poisson and Bernoulli conditionals models. Among these, Gaussian MRF models have been 
most actively studied and have been used in many applications which include Cressie (1993, 
Chapters 6 and 7) and Kaiser, Daniels, Furukawa and Dixon (2002). Autologistic models 
(Besag 1974), in which conditionals are specified in Bernoulli distributions, also have many 
applications; e.g., Strauss (1992), Gumpertz et al.(1997), and Wu and Buffer (1997). Strauss 
(1977) extended the auto-logistic model to multi category cases. To overcome a negatively-
restricted dependence structure of auto-Poisson models (Besag, 1974), Kaiser and Cressie 
(1997) employed the Winsorized Poisson family for conditionals, resulting in a Winsorized 
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auto Poisson model, which can allow both negative and positive dependence. 
Several studies have considered the development of more complicated MRF models in 
the last few years. In an attempt to depart from the usual pairwise-only dependence, Lee, 
Kaiser and Cressie (2001) demonstrated a way to analyze spatial data under more complex 
dependence structures. Kaiser and Cressie (2000) used their construction result to develop 
a beta conditionals model. Furthermore, Kaiser, Cressie and Lee (2002) proposed a spatial 
mixture model having a beta MRF model for the mixing process of parameters in a set of 
conditionally independent Binomials. 
2.2. Exponential Family Results 
Many families of distributions that are commonly used in parametric inference belong to 
the exponential family. Furnished with a number of mathematically convenient properties, 
exponential family distributions have been given a central role in statistical inference. In this 
section, we review some important properties and fundamental results of exponential families 
which will be used in later sections of this dissertation. 
2.2.1. Exponential Families 
Assume we have a set of random variables X = {Xi,..., XjJ, h > 1, and consider an 
observation x of X on an observation space Q. A probability density function / is said to have 
a (^-parameter) exponential representation if it can be written in the form 
/(x; 9 )  -  exp{0rT(x) - B { 6 )  +  C(x)}; x G fi, 6  G 0, (2.9) 
where 
•  G  = ( 9 i ,  - - • ,  0 k ) T  is a fc-dimcnsional vector of parameters that index particular distribu­
tions, 
• T(x) = {Ti(x), • • -, Tfc(x)}r is a vector of functions of x € Q, which are called minimal 
sufficient statistics, 
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•  B ( d )  is a function of 6  having the form 
B ( 6 )  = log [ exp{0rT(x) + C(x)}cZiv(x) 
where v is an appropriate probability measure for x, and 
• C(x) is a function of x which is independent of 6. 
The parameter set 6 is called the canonical or natural parameter, and the domain of 6 is called 
the natural parameter space and is denoted by 0. The function B(0) is called the cumulant 
function and can be shown to be convex (see, e.g., Schervish, 1995, pp. 105). 
Let P q denote the distribution of the random variable X, defined for measurable sets A  as 
V is called an exponential family (of /c-parameter dimensions). We will consider only those 
exponential families with both 0 and V non-degenerate to exclude trivial cases. The domain 
0 of the parameters 6 is defined as 
Note that 0 can be shown to be a convex set and it is an interval if k = 1 (e.g., Corollary 2.2; 
j0rgensen, 1997). 
The simplest among the non-trivial exponential families is the one-parameter exponential 
family with T(x) = x, which is also known as the natural exponential family (Morris, 1982). 
Natural exponential families include the Binomial, Poisson, Exponential and Gaussian (with 
a known variance). Table 2.1 contains the forms of the components in (2.9) for representative 
natural exponential families. Multi-parameter exponential family distributions include Gaus­
sian, Gamma, Beta and Multinomial distributions. Table 2.2 contains forms of the components 
in (2.9) for representative multi-parameter exponential families. 
and consider the family of distributions defined as 
V  =  { P e : 0 6  0}. 
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Table 2.1 Forms of the components in (2.9) for representative natural ex­
ponential families. 
Family e 0 T ( x )  m C(z) 
Gaussian (fi, known a2) R X 2 |l0g(27T(T2) 
Exponential (/i) 
-1/n R- X -log(-0) 0 
Poisson (A) log A R X exp# - log(z!) 
Bernoulli (p) logië; R X log(l + ee) 0 
Binomial (p, known n) R X n  log(l + e 0 )  
2.2.2. Mean Value Mapping 
Let T(X) = {Ti(X), • • -, Tfc(X)} be the minimal sufficient statistics of an exponential 
family V. The mean value parameter /i of V is defined as the expectation of T(X), 
p = Eg{T(X)} = (Eg{Ti(X)},  - -  - ,  Eg{Tt(X)}}.  
Note that /J is of the same dimension as the sufficient statistic, and it can be shown that for 
6 G int0 (the interior of 0), 
3B(9) M = E0{T(X)} = 
dd 
The vector function T( 9 ) ,  a mapping from int0 to M = r(int0), is called the mean value map­
ping of an exponential family V. Several properties associated with the mean value mapping 
are given below. 
• Each element of T ( 6 )  is a strictly increasing and continuous (one-to-one) function of the 
corresponding element of 6. This is a direct consequence of the fact that 
= 
9 qq2 ]  = VatyTi(X) >0, i  =  1 ,  •  •  • ,  k  
for V 6 G int 0. 
• M is an open set since it is the image of the open set int© by a strictly increasing and 
continuous mapping r. 
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Table 2.2 Forms of the components in (2.9) for representative 
multi-parameter exponential families. 




(a,0) (—/3, a) (R-,R
+) {a:, log a;} 
Beta 
(a, /)) (R+,R+) {logz,log(1 - x ) }  
Multinomial 
( P i ,  •  •  - , P k - i ; n )  {"*}: Rfc_1 {*£ 1 ? ' ' ' ? x k —  1 } 
Dirichlet 
(«i,---, Q'fc) (Q'i, • • - , a k )  
R+fc {logx\i • • - , log X k - 1 , log (l - J2iZl Xi) } 
Family m C(X) 
Gaussian 
-It - >k(-2« ~ 2 l°g(27r) 
Gamma -02 log(-^i) + logF(^) - log x 
Beta « - log X - log(l - x) 
Multinomial nlog(l +2>6') log 
Dirichlet , mtmi 
- ELi log Xi 
• The relationship between /z and 6 is one-to-one, and thus n parameterizes the family 
V = {PQ : 0 E int0} as well as 6 does, i.e., two different sets of mean value parameters 
in a family index different two distributions (e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen, 1994). 
2.2.3. Variance Function 
The covariance matrix of T(X) is 
, - n ? - 5 ? .  
Since n and 0 have a one-to-one correspondence, we may also write the variance as a function 
of n, 
Var^{T(X)} = = V(p). 
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This function V is often called the variance function. In practice, the variance function may 
be of little use since the explicit form of V(/z) is difficult to obtain except for some simple one-
parameter families and the multivariate Gaussian family. Despite this, it should be noted that 
the variance function is sufficient to characterize any member of a linear exponential family 
(i.e., an exponential family that has the same number of natural parameters and minimal 
sufficient statistics). 
2.2.4. Subfamilies 
Aside from linear exponential families, there are many other types of exponential families. 
Two of these that have relevance for this dissertation are briefly described here. 
Natural Exponential Dispersion Families 
One important subfamily of the class of two-parameter exponential families is the class of 
exponential dispersion families (j0rgensen, 1997). The density of an exponential dispersion 
family distribution has the form: 
where a2 and n are parameters called the dispersion parameter and the mean value parameter, 
respectively. Members of this family include Gaussian, Gamma, and Inverse-Gaussian. Other 
one-parameter exponential family distributions such as Poisson and Binomial can be viewed 
as members of this family by letting a = 1. Exponential dispersion families provide an ex­
plicit separation of the location parameter (/z) and the dispersion parameter {a), and play an 
important role in generalized linear models (e.g., McCullagh and Nelder, 1983). 
In Gaussian MRF models, the conditional distributions are often (usually) specified in this 
form with a common conditional variance o2. The resulting joint may then be shown to be a 
multivariate Gaussian, which is also a multivariate exponential dispersion family (J0rgensen, 
1987) with a dispersion parameter o2. 
(2.10) 
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Curved Exponential Families 
For a linear exponential family, if the ^-dimensional natural parameter 6 is described as a 
nonlinear function 6(/3) of other parameters /3 of r dimensions, such that r < k, then the family 
is called a curved exponential family (Efron, 1975). For these families, the minimal sufficient 
statistic will be of larger dimension than the parameter. In generalized linear models, the 
canonical link function of the mean component (i.e., 8 = r_1 (p) = zT/3 for some covariates z) 
leads to a linear exponential family while other nonlinear link functions (e.g., h(p) = zTf3 for 
some nonlinear function h) may lead to a curved exponential family. 
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CHAPTER 3 SPATIAL MODELING OF BOUNDED-SUM RANDOM 
VARIABLES HAVING EXPONENTIAL FAMILY CONDITIONAL 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
Abstract 
This article is concerned with construction of multivariate models through specifying con­
ditional distributions. Restricting attention to conditionals specified in exponential families, 
a class of exponential family conditional models may be formulated. Although this formula­
tion allows one to immediately construct and identify a valid joint distribution from a given 
set of exponential family conditionals, the form of the joint is too complicated. As a way to 
make an identified model more applicable, we compare it with an expanded form of the joint 
density called the negpotential function (Besag, 1974; Kaiser and Cressie, 2000) and presents 
a necessary form of each term in the negpotential function. Specifying a neighborhood sys­
tem, the obtained model results in a Markov random field (MRF). Our approach provides us 
with a flexible way of MRF construction that can deal with the entire class of exponential 
family distributions, and we use this result in development of spatial models for bounded-sum 
random variables. In an attempt to obtain a desirable dependence structure we propose a 
new exponential family conditional model by choosing appropriate sufficient statistics for the 
conditionals. 
Keywords: Conditional exponential family distributions, Markov random fields, Bounded-
sum random variables, Dirichlet distribution 
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3.1. Introduction 
In recent years, conditional model specification has been receiving more attention from 
statistical modelers as a way to construct multivariate models. While direct specification of 
multivariate distributions is difficult or impossible in many problems, statistical processes may 
often be summarized by local characteristics, which can often be naturally modeled through 
conditional specifications. This is typically of the case in spatial data analysis, where obser­
vations on spatial locations are correlated but no repeated measurement on the same location 
is available. There have been a number of conditionally specified models applied to various 
problems (e.g., Besag, 1974; Kaiser and Cressie, 1997; Lee, Kaiser and Cressie, 2001). 
Our primal interest in this article is with a class of conditionally specified models whose 
conditionals are specified in multi-parameter exponential families, and their application to 
spatial problems. Exponential families play a central role in parametric statistical modeling and 
inference because they have many nice mathematical and statistical properties. As a first step, 
the class of multi-parameter exponential family conditional (EFC) models is formulated. The 
formulation of EFC models is not a new area of study; Arnold and Strauss (1991) characterized 
the form of the joint distribution of EFC models for the bivariate case. A multivariate extension 
of this approach is found in Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1999), who present the most general 
form of the joint density that could be constructed from any combination of exponential family 
conditionals. This formulation, however, is of limited use in practical applications, due to a 
complicated form of the joint density which contains a number of product terms that increases 
exponentially with the number of variables and thus is of nearly undecipherable complexity 
unless the number of variables is limited to 2 or 3. 
Another major approach to construction of a conditionally specified model is through an 
expanded form of the joint density function, which is called the negpotential function (Besag, 
1974). Cressie and Lele (1992) showed each term of a negpotential function may be expressed 
in terms of specified conditional densities, and Kaiser and Cressie (2000) gave conditions under 
which these expressions may be used to construct a joint distribution. Under a dependence 
structure expressed as neighborhood system, the Hammersley-Clifford theorem (e.g., Cressie 
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1993, Clifford 1990) identifies and deletes many terms in the negpotential form, resulting in a 
Markov random field model. 
In this article, we assume the conditional distribution for each of a finite set of random 
variables is specified in an exponential family form, which results in a general form of the 
EEC models. Then, by matching the terms of the general form with those of the negpotential 
function, we derive a parallel form to the negpotential function-type expansion of the joint, 
thus providing a way to construct Markov random field models by way of the Hammersley-
Clifford theorem. By specifying a relatively simple neighborhood structure, the joint density 
may be significantly reduced in complexity. Our result may be viewed as a multi-parameter 
extension of results on one-parameter exponential family conditional models under pairwise-
only dependence (Besag, 1974) and their extension to the case of multiway dependence (Lee, 
Kaiser and Cressie, 2001). Although our result parallels to the general M RE construction 
of Kaiser and Cressie (2000), it immediately provides us the necessary form of the natural 
parameter functions in the specified exponential family conditionals, avoiding the need to 
verify the validity of the resulting joint distribution for each specific model formulation. 
As an illustration of our construction method, we develop spatial models of bounded-sum 
random variables that may not be easily formulated under the results of Besag (1974) or Kaiser 
and Cressie (2000). While bounded-sum data, which are observed typically in the form of pro­
portions (bounded by 1), frequently appear in observational and experimental studies, choices 
of parametric distributions are limited. We first show how to develop a model with condition­
als in the Dirichlet family, which is one of the few straightforward choices for bounded-sum 
variables in exponential families. Investigation of the behavior of the conditional expectations 
in this model reveals that the dependence structure of the model can be overly restrictive for 
general use. In particular, a model formed from conditional Dirichlet distributions can only 
represent limited positive spatial dependence across locations while maintaining the necessary 
negative dependence within a location that is imposed by the bounded sum condition. By 
extending a technique used to produce positive spatial dependence in a model with beta con­
ditionals (Kaiser, Cressie and Lee, 2002) to multivariate Dirichlet densities, we arrive at a new 
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form of conditional distributions that can be used to formulate an appropriate MRF model for 
bounded sum random variables with positive spatial dependence. We will show the validity of 
the proposed model by illustrative examples based on simulation. 
3.2. Exponential Family Conditional Models 
3.2.1. Assumptions 
Consider a finite vector of random variables Y = {Yi, • • • ,  Y„}; n > 2, where each com­
ponent Yi may be either univariate or multivariate. We will denote random variables using 
upper case letters (e.g., Yi, Y) and realizations of these variables using lower case letters (e.g., 
t/i,y). A random vector with one or more components deleted is denoted with a negative 
subscript Y_; where i is a set of indices to be deleted; for example, Y_,- = {Y \ Yj} = 
{Y1,---,Y l_i,y;+i,---,Yn}, and Y_(1,2) = (Y\{Y1,Y2}) = {Y3 • • - , Yn}. Let fi, fi, and fi_; 
denote the set of possible values of Y, Y; and Y_;, respectively. 
Throughout this article, we assume the conditional distribution of each variable given all 
others is specified as belonging to an exponential family. Write each conditional density or 
mass function in an exponential family form as, 
= exp 
- k =  1 
) Hi £ y—i 6 t ) i — 11 
(3.1) 
where {T,,i(;/,-), - - - ,Ti^(y,)} are minimal sufficient statistics (of dimensions), {A,j(-),  • • - ,  
AMi (•)} and Bi(-) are functions of y_n and Cj(-) is a function of y, only. Dependence structures 
among variables can be incorporated into the model through the functions, {Aîifc(y_î) : k = 
1, • • •, g,}, which play the role of natural parameters in the exponential family conditional 
density or mass function. Note that functions A,>(-) and £,•(•) in (3.1) may contain additional 
parameters. While it is typical to assign every conditional distribution a common family form, 
any combination of (one-parameter or multi-parameter) exponential families may be used in 
what follows. In particular, one or more of the components of Y may be random vectors as long 
as their conditional distributions given the other components can be described as multivariate 
exponential families (e.g., multinomial and Dirichlet distributions). 
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Our assumption on the support of the variables is a multivariate version of the incidence 
set condition of Arnold and Press (1989); 
{ ( 2 / 1 ,  V n )  •  / l ( y i | y - l )  >  0}  =  • • •=  { (y i , -" ,y n )  :  / n ( ï / n | y - n )  > 0}  =  n .  (3 .2)  
In EEC models, the condition (3.2) is equivalent to the positivity condition of Besag (1974), 
x f?2 x  • •  •  x  Q n  = 0 ,  (3 .3)  
since the set of yt- values for which f i ( y i \ y ~ i )  >  0 cannot depend on yin an exponential 
family. 
Once a set of conditional distributions is specified, a question of critical importance is 
whether the specified conditionals lead to a joint distribution. In practice we must also be able 
to identify the form of the joint, given that it exists. In what follows, we first review two main 
approaches to addressing these questions, which we call the "compatible conditionals" approach 
and the "negpotential function" approach, and point out what obstacles these approaches may 
face in construction and application of a joint distribution. Then we will propose a new result 
of constructing conditionally specified models by combining these two approaches. 
3.2.2. Compatible Conditionals Approach 
A set of conditional distributions is said to be compatible if there exists at least one valid 
joint distribution satisfying the given conditionals. Arnold and Press (1989) derived a general 
condition we shall call the compatibility theorem for given conditionals to correspond to a 
joint in the bivariate case. A multivariate extension of the compatibility theorem of Arnold 
and Press (1989) may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 6 Conditional distributions /i(yi|y_i), • •fn( y n \ y —n) are. compatible if and only 
if the condition (3.2) is met and there exist functions {î^(y_,) : y_j € 0_,-, i — 1, • • • ra} such 
that 
/ i (yi |y-iH(y-i)  = AWy^Mfy-z) • • •  =  /n(yn|y-n)«n(y-n),  (3.4)  
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where each u,-(y_,-) is integrable on f2_t, 
/ u i { y - i ) d u - i { y - i )  < oo, 
JCI-,  
with U-i being an appropriate measure for yon fi_,. 
Arnold and Strauss (1991) characterized the joint distribution that is constructed from 
conditionals in exponential families for bi varia te and trivariate cases. An extension to the 
multivariate case is found in Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1999), who gave the following 
result. 
For a compatible set of exponential family conditionals given in the form of (3.1), the joint 
distribution must be of the form: 
<?l 92 In ( / n \ n 
/( y;0) = exp E  E - E • • • * .  I I ^ . ( k )  + E Q W  
k\ —0 /c2 —0 kn~0 x \i — 1 / J 2 = 1 
yeW (3.5) 
where Ti>0(yi) — 1 for all i = 1, • • - , n. In (3.5), 6 = {0^,,k2<-,kn : 0 < fcj < <fc, î = 1, • • •, n} are 
some real parameters such that 
ee A = ^/(y; ^ )^(y) < ooj, 
for an appropriate measure u on fi. The parameter 0o,...,o is the normalizing constant of the 
joint density (3.5), and is actually a function of the other parameters such that 
[  /(y;0)<My) = i-
J  Q  
As an example, consider a bivariate model for (Yi, Y2) with conditional distributions spec­
ified as [Y1IY2 = 2/2] ~ Poisson and [Y2|Yi = t/i] ~ Beta. Note that fix = {0, 1, 2, • • •, }, 
O2 = (0,1), f2 = x fi2, q\ = 1, Ç2 = 2 and the sufficient statistics of these conditionals are 
TI, 1(2/1) = 2/1, ^2,1(2/2) = log 2/2 and T2 ,2(2/2) = log(l -  y2). The form of the joint, density is 
immediately available from (3.5) as 
f { y i , y 2 \ 0 )  = exp[0o,o + 00,1 log 2/2 + 00,2 log(1 - y 2 )  + 0i,o2/i +01,12/1 log y 2  + 01,22/1 log(l - y 2 )  
— log(2/10 - log 2/2 - log(l - 2/2)], (3.6) 
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for a set of parameters 6 — {#0,1, #0,2, #i,o, #1,1, $1,2} such that 
0 £ IA : 6>o,o = \og J^f{yu  y 2;  X) du (yuy2)  < ocj , 
for v  a product measure of the counting and the Lebesque measures. 
While the formulation of EFC models by (3.5) is of theoretical importance, providing the 
most general form of joint densities that can be obtained from any combination of exponential 
family conditionals, it appears to be practically of limited use and often unsuitable for model 
specification except for small (e.g., bivariate or trivariate) problems such as the illustration 
just given. This difficulty is mainly due to the complex form of the general expression which 
may include a large number of higher-order product terms of y. Even in the simple example 
above, it may not be an easy task to determine the parameter space to ensure an integrable 
density from the form (3.6) or study available dependence structures between the variables. 
3.2.3. Negpotential Function Approach 
The negpotential function approach, which was originally applied to spatial lattices by 
Besag (1974), identifies a joint distribution from a set of conditionals through the use of 
an expansion form called the negpotential function. For any density /(y) and y G £7, the 
negpotential function is defined as 
where y" = {y^,  • • •, y*} is some particular value in Q. Note that a joint density may be 
identified, in terms of Q, as 
ffv) = exp{Q(y)} 
In exp{Q(t)}c?i/(t) ' 
Besag (1974) showed that the negpotential function Q may be written as an expansion of the 
form: 
Q(y) = J2H i(yi ) + Y.J2 + y<3) (3.8) 
i—1  l< i< j< l  1<« ' |  <«2<»3<n  
H h #i ,2,--- ,n(yi ,  • • • ,  yn) ,  
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for some functions {H.. .(-  • •)}. Equations (3.7) and (3.8) indicate that we could identify a joint 
density if we know the form of each function H... in (3.8). Kaiser and Cressie (2000) presented 
a constructive method providing possible forms of H functions in terms of conditional densities 
under what is  called the MRF support  condition, namely that  {y*} X Ç Q for i  = 1, • •  • ,  n 
and y* € fl The H functions in (3.8) may be written as functions of conditional densities as, 
/WW # *}) Hi{y t)  = log 
HiAyiiVj) = log 
/(%/*!{!/; 7^ *}) 
f { y t \ y j A v ' k  : k  #  * , ; } )  f { y * i \ { y l  ' •  k  ±  * } )  (3.9) 
./(y*l!/j, W : ^  Z(!/'l{!/k : 0). 
and for higher order terms defined in a similar manner (see Lemma 1 of Kaiser and Cressie, 
2000). Then, the resulting joint distribution of the form (3.8) with (3.9) exists if and only if 
the H functions are invariant under permutation of indices (e.g., H{tj(yi,yj) = Hjti(yj,yi) for 
all i ^ j) and exp{Q(y)} is integrable over ÇÏ ( Theorem 3 of Kaiser and Cressie, 2000). 
The importance of the negpotential function approach arises with the concept of local 
dependence expressed as a neighborhood structure. Define the neighborhood index set Ni of 
Y{ as the set of indices of the dependent components, 
N t  = {h : /,(y,|y_,) depends functionally on y/!, h ^  ?'}.  
Note that j  E N t  if and only if i  G Nj . If we define y (Ni) = {y3  :  j  G Ni},  then the conditional 
density (3.1) may be rewritten as 
<?. 
f d y i \ y - i )  =  A(yz|y(M)) = exp A,t{y(^,)}Ti,t(yi) - B,{y(AT,')} + Q(y,) 
./v=l 
; ? = 1, • • - n. 
(3.10) 
Application of the Hammersley and Clifford theorem (e.g., Cressie, 1993) allows one to 
delete terms in (3.8) for any H functions whose indices do not correspond to locations that 
form a clique. A clique is defined as a set of random components that are all neighbors of 
each other (singletons are also cliques by definition). This indicates, under an assumption of 
a relatively simple neighborhood system, only a few non-zero terms would be involved in the 
expansion of Q given in expression (3.8). 
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Many applications of this approach have been found with conditionals in exponential fam­
ilies. Besag (1974) formulated "auto-models" using one-parameter exponential family condi­
tional densit ies under an additional assumption of pairwise-only dependence, which is that  H 
functions of third or higher order are zero in (3.8). The pairwise-only dependence assumption 
was relaxed by Lee, Kaiser and Cressie (2001) for one-parameter exponential family condition­
als. Kaiser and Cressie (2000), who present, as an illustration of their construction method, a 
beta conditionals model, which was successfully applied to modeling of the mixing process in 
a spatial beta binomial mixture model (Kaiser, Cressie and Lee, 2002). 
While constructive nature of Theorem 3 in Kaiser and Cressie (2000) allows the formulation 
of useful models for practical applications, it is potentially restrictive in that there may exist 
useful models for a given situation that cannot be easily formulated under the negpotential 
function approach to model specification; indeed Kaiser and Cressie present a pedagogical 
example to illustrate this point. 
3.2.4. Connecting Approaches 
As noted above, it is not obvious that any EEC model of the form (3.5) can be constructed 
using the negpotential function approach. But it is also true that, in cases for which that 
approach is appropriate, its focus on beginning model formulation by considering parameter-
izations of the functions A^- in (3.10) provides guidance for the development of meaningful 
models in practice. In this section we connect the underlying expansions used in the negpoten­
tial function approach with the characterization result of the compatible conditionals approach 
to arrive at an entirely general way to formulate EEC models (the strong point of the compat­
ible conditionals approach) that remains useful in building models for application (the strong 
point for the negpotential function approach). 




+ 52 53 
1 <i< j<n  x k= l 1=1 J  
{9n 9.2 9*3 ) 52 52 52 ®i\,i2,iz-kuk2,k?Ti\,k\ (yii)Ti2,k2{yi2)Ti3,k3 {Viz) / k\ =1 /c2 — 1 &3 — 1 J 
+ * * * 
9l 92 9n 
+ 53 52 "' 53 ^l,- ,n-.k1 ,k2 , - ,k„Thk l(yi)T2 :k2(y2) • •  -Tn^iVri)-  (3.11) 
k \= l  k 2  =  l  k n  =  1 
where the parameters 6* = {0;*:k} are aliases of 6 in (3.5) such that #j*k with i = (ii, • • •, ip) 
and k = [k\, • • •, kp), 1 < p < n, is defined to be equivalent to the parameter 6... in (3.5) whose 
î'i-th index is k\ and z'2-th index is k%, • • • and so on, with all the rest being zero. For example, 
when n = 3 and q\ = ç2 = 93 = 2, we have 
$0 = ^0,0,0i $1:2 — ^2,0,0) $1,2:1,2 = $1,2,0, $1,3:1,2 = $1,0,2, $1,2,3:1,1,2 = ^1,1,2• 
Matching terms in (3.11) by order with those of (3.8) yields an expansion of log /( y;  6*) directly 
rather than of the negpotential function Q(y), but that takes a parallel form to the negpotential 
expansion (3.8) with //-functions 
HiiVi) = 5Z6 ' -kThk{yi)  +Ci{yi)  
k=  1 
i t  i]  
#w(!/,',3/j) = 5Z 52WT,,,(2/j) 
A"=l t=  1 
?'l ?'2 ?'3 
Hii ,12,23 (?/il ' Vt2 1 2A's ) ^ ^ ^ y $î'i ,12,«3:^1 ,k2 ,kz Ti\ ,k\  (ï/î'i )Ti2 ,k2  {yi2  )Ti3 tk3 iViz ) (3.12) 
fcl = 1 k 2  — 1 kz  =  l  
<?1 Ï2 In 
(2/11 • ' ' 1 2/n) y  ] y  ]  y  ]  $i, —,n- .k i , k 2 ,  • • • t k n r ^ l ,k i { y i ) T '2 ,k 2  (2/2)' '  "T n ^k n  (2/n)-
fcl =1 *2=1 i'n = l 
Note that this expansion is developed directly from an existing joint distribution (3.5) and 
should be distinguished from those H functions in (3.9), which are yet to be verified as yielding 
a valid joint distribution. The following is a restatement of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, 
within the context of the expansion (3.11) rather than (3.8). In construction of a Markov 
random filed, this theorem is an important tool to reduce higher order terms in (3.11). 
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Theorem 7 Consider random variables Y = {Yi, - • •, Y2 } and associated neighborhood index 
sets  {Ni  :  i  = 1,  • •  • ,  n} .  Suppose that  Y  has a joint  dis tr ibut ion f  o f  the form ( 3 . 5 )  or ( 3 . 11 )  
whose terms are denoted by the H functions as defined in (3 .12) .  Then, any function 
in (3 .12)  is  equal to zero unless the variables {Y;,  Yj ,  • •  • ,  Y/J form a clique.  
Proofs of this theorem in the context of the expansion (3.8) were provided by Besag (1974) 
under the positivity condition and using y* = 0 and by Kaiser and Cressie (2002) under the 
MRF support condition and using general y* € fi. By restricting our attention to conditional 
specifications in exponential families, here we will give an alternative proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 7 is  an immediate  consequence of  applying the fol lowing lemma to  each of  the H 
functions in (3.12). 
Lemma 1 Under the assumption of Theorem 7, i fYi ,  Yj  G Y such that j  £ TV,,  then dki,k2 , -- ,kn  
in (3 .5 )  is  zero for any {ki ,  k2 ,  • • • ,  kn} with ki  ^ 0 and kj  ^  0 (or equivalently,  #j*k  = 0 in 
(3 .11)  for any index set  i  containing both i  and j) .  
(Proof of Lemma 1) 
Without loss of generality, let i  = 1, j  = 2 and j  $ N{ (otherwise, change the order of 
variables). From (3.5), we have 
iog/(y;9) 
(3.13) 
(since Xi,0(2/1) = 1 by definition). 
Also, note from (3.1) that 
log/(y) = log/i(2/i|y-i) + log/(y_i) 
= YI AU-(y-i)rU-(2/i) +Ci(2/i) - £i(y_i) + log/(y_!). (3.14) 
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Comparing the forms of (3.13) and (3.14), the function Ai^(-) in /i must be of the form 
92 9n 
Al.fc(y-l) = 53 " ' 53 ) ( n Th,kh(yh) 
fc2 = 0 kn— 0 v \h=2 > 




53 " ' 53 1 0k,k2,-,kn I n Th,kh { y h )  




53 " 53 1 d k , k 2 , - , k „  (  n  T h , k h { y h )  
k$ —0 /cn —0 x \/i=3 
93 9n r / n \ "| 
+ 53 "'53 \ ek,oM,-,kn I n TKkH{yh) j > 
/:3= 0 kn— 0 x \h=3 / J 
92 
53 ^2,1-2 [y2)Gk,k2 (y-(i,2)) + C/c,o(y-(i,2)), 




(since T2 f l(y2)  = 1) 
(3.16) 
G k , k 2  (y-(l,2)) — 53 53 $ ^ 2 , * 3 , - " , f c n ^ 3 , f c 3 ( y 3 )  '  '  ' ( z / n ) i  & 2  —  0 ,  •  •  •  ,  Ç 2 -
&3 =0 /:n =0 
Note that Ai^-(y_i) = Ai,fc(y(./Vi)) by an assumption of Markov property (3.10), and therefore, 
Au-(y_i) should contain no y2 since 2 ^ iVi. It then follows, since 72,1(3/2),1 • -,T2,,3(1/2) are 
linearly independent functions of 3/2 in (3.16), that 
Gfc>2(y-(i,2)) = 0, for k2  = 1, -,92- (3.17) 
Now it is an immediate consequence of (3.17) that each O k , k 2 , k 3 , - , k n  in G k , k 2  must be zero for 
all k2 = 1, • • •, <72 and all k = !,•••, q\ since products of minimal sufficient statistics, 
{Ts.tsW --T,.,tn(3/n) : 0 <&/,<%, h = 3,---,%} 
are linearly independent. 
3.2.5. Forms of Conditionals 
An important assumption in many MRF results and applications is the assumption of 
pairwise-only dependence, under which the negpotential function is additive in H functions of 
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first and second orders only. For some simple neighborhood structures each clique contains 
at most two elements and Hammersley-Clifford theorem implies pairwise-only dependence. 
The four nearest (or the first order) neighborhood system on a regular grid lattice is among 
such structures. In other cases, pairwise-only dependence is often assumed even when some 
cliques contain more than two elements. While the pairwise-only dependence assumption may 
be restrictive in some situations, it is often utilized mainly because it yields a simple and 
tractable expression for the (un-normalized) joint density of a MRF model. Most of the results 
of Besag (1974) for one-parameter exponential family auto models, for example, were derived 
under the pairwise-only dependence assumption. Lee, Kaiser and Cressie (2001) extended 
Besag's auto-models to the multiway dependence case where no restriction is imposed on on 
higher-order dependence. In the following, we present an extension of these previous results 
on one-parameter EFC models to multi-parameter EFC models. 
Pairwise-only Dependence Case 
Proposition 1 Under the assumption of pairwise-only dependence, a set  of  conditional dis­
tributions given in the form (3.1) is  compatible i f  and only i f  the function A,, fc(-)  in (3.1) is  
writ ten as 
A î ,fc(y- i 'i = a i ,k + 53 53 1 (3.18) 
where 6 = {a,./,, Tji , r .k , t  '• 1 < hj < n, 1 < k < qi,  1 < I < qj} is  a parameter set  with some 
appropriate parameter space 0 and restrictions 
Vi,j:k,C = — 0, (3.19) 
and 
Vi . j - .k . e  = 0 i f  j  £ Ni (3.20) 
for all  possible ( i , j ,  k,  I) .  
(Proof of Proposition 1) 
Suppose a set of conditionals of the form (3.1) with as given in (3.18) has been specified. 
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For each h — 1, • • •, n, define 
Uh { y -h )  =  
exp Y Y a i , k T i t k { y i )  +  Y Y YY n i,r. k , t T l i k { y i ) T h c ( y 3 )  + B h {  y - h )  +  Y C i ^  
i^h  k= 1 l < i< j< n; i , j^Éh  k= l  1=1 i^h  
Then, it immediately follows from this and (3.1) under the restrictions (3.19) that 
/(mly-l) ' = /(3/2|y-2) - ^2^-2) = " - = /(l/n|y-n) - Un(y-n) 
(3.21) exp Y Y a i , k T i , k { y i )  +  Y Y YY T ^ k { y i )  + Y C ' ( y i )  
i =  1 fc=l l<t<j<n k =  1 1=1 z = l 
Assuming the parameter space 0 for 6 is appropriately specified so that each u function is 
integrable, the conditionals (3.1) with (3.18) are compatible, and the joint density for Y — 
{Yi, • • •, Yn} is proportional to (3.21). 
Suppose the joint is obtained as (3.11). Under the assumption of pairwise-only dependence, 
(3.11) must contain only up to the second order product terms. Comparing this joint density 
with an generalization of (3.14), 
i t  
log/(y) = Y ^ ,k{y-i)T t ,k{yi)  +Ci{y t)  -  B t(y_;) + log/(y_,), 
A-=l 
will identify as the form (3.18) with the restriction (3.19). The restriction (3.20) follows 
from Lemma 1. || 
Multiway Dependence Case 
We generalize, without proof, the above result to the case of multiway dependence. Let U 
be the set of all cliques in a neighborhood system for Y. Each clique u = {«i, u2, • • - , u„u} 6 U 
has nu indices of variables such that ui < u2 < • • • < unu. For each u E U, define a set of 
indices for possible combinations of sufficient statistics of the variables in a clique u: 
Vu = {(i'i, • • •, vn u  ) . 1 < f j < qU l ,  • •  • ,  1 < vn u  < Qun u  } • 
Let U2- = {u : u E U, i  E u} be the set of cliques that contain i, and Vu,i,k be a subset of Vu, 
which is defined as 
* V u , i ,k = {v : v E Vu, u E Uj, uh  = i,vh  = k  for some h  E {1, • • nu}} . 
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Proposition 2 A set of  conditional distributions given in the form (3.1) is  compatible i f  and 
only i f  the function Ai tk{-) m (3.1) is  writ ten as 
where 0 is a parameter set  with some appropriate parameter space and 9U : V  = 0C T(u) : ( T(v) for 
any permutation a(-)  of  nu  elements for any u € U; and v g ~Vu , i ,k-
Note that under the pairwise-only dependence assumption (3.22) reduces to (3.18). 
3.2.6. Remarks 
1. In order to construct a MRF model from exponential family conditionals, we begin with 
a set of specified conditional distributions of the form (3.1) and identify the general form 
of the joint pdf by (3.5). Theorem 7 is important to determine the unnecessary terms of 
the joint depending on the neighborhood structure. Proposition 1 provides an explicit 
form of the conditional densities under the pairwise-only dependence assumption. The 
parameter 6 is canonical in the joint density which also is of an exponential family form. 
The parameter space 0 needs to be appropriately selected so that the image of the 
functions, expressed by (3.18) or (3.22), is consistent with the natural parameter space 
of the conditional density for any observation in f2, and also to ensure that the joint is 
integrable over Q. 
2. Our results allow us to deal with the entire class of EFC models and to subsume the con­
struction theorem of Kaiser and Cressie (2000). To see this, recall that their construction 
theorem requires the H functions constructed from conditionals to be invariant under 
permutation of indices. For example, under the pairwise-only dependence assumption 
we need to show Hij(-) = where Hij is given by (3.9) for some y* G which is 
assumed to satisfy the MRF support condition. Note that the MRF support condition 
is equivalent to the positivity condition in EFC models. Substituting the general form 
of exponential family conditionals (3.1) with A,,& functions replaced by (3.18) into (3.9) 
(3.22) 
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yields Hij{-) having the following form. 
Hi,j{yi ,yj)  = 53 [{A i ,k(yj 'y~(i , j))  -  A i ,k{y*-i)}{TiAyi) -  TiAvl)}] 
k =  1  
<*i,k + YY^Mk^ T b^iyl) j > x { T u k { y i )  -  T , , & ( « / * ) }  
k = 1 1=1 
This shows imposing the restriction ijij-.k/ = will ensure that Hij(-) = 
Thus, any EFC model, including multi-parameter exponential family conditional models, 
which may be constructed from the negpotential function approach, are contained in our 
results. 
3. The forms of (3.18) and (3.22) are the most general possible under pairwise-only de­
pendence and multiway dependence, respectively, and in many practical situations, they 
would still be over-parameterized. Thus, the number of parameters usually needs to be 
reduced by imposing further restrictions on the possible values of 6. Although the most 
appropriate parameterization will depend on the particular problem under investigation, 
some typical restrictions on include the following: 
V if j  E Ni 
(3.23) 
0 otherwise 








When qi = qj > 2 
7] if j  6 Ni, and k ^  £ 
Vi , j ' - k , £  — <  (3.27) 
0 otherwise. 
Parameterizations (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26) correspond to Propositions 1, 2 and 3, re­
spectively, of Kaiser, Cressie and Lee (2002). We will use the simple form (3.27) in 
development of Dirichlet-type conditionals models in the next section. 
4. One of the main concerns in MRF modeling is the type of dependence structures that are 
available for specified families of conditionals and a chosen parametrization. In a pairwise-
only dependence situation, the parameter r/ij.,k,e determines the type of dependence (i.e., 
positive or negative) between the corresponding two sufficient statistics, Ti^iYi) and 
Tj^(Yj). Some models allow rj to be both positive and negative while some restrict 
7? to be either positive or negative but not both. Neither is it necessarily true that 
positive ?7 correspond to positive dependence and negative r/ to negative dependence. 
For example, an autologistic model (with conditionals in Bernoulli) can assume r] in 
both negative and positive values, and can afford both positive and negative dependence 
between pairs of variables. A Poisson conditionals model (auto Poisson model; Besag, 
1974), however, is known to allow only negative r] due to the integrability condition of 
the joint and this yields negative dependence only. A beta conditionals model must have 
negative 7?, but this can correspond to either negative or positive dependence, depending 
on the parameterization used (Kaiser and Cressie, 2000). In the next section, in which 
we construct a spatial model for bounded-sum random variables, the need to produce 
positive spatial dependence will suggest a new family of conditional distributions. 
3.3. Spatial Modeling of Bounded-Sum Random Variables 
Sets of continuous random variables whose sum is bounded are appropriate for use in many 
studies. Such variables are often bounded by one, resulting in what is often called compositional 
data, such as proportions in a set of exhaustive groups or categories. In this section, we will 
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consider spatial modeling of such bounded sum random variables using conditional distributions 
specified as exponential family densities. 
3.3.1. Bounded-Sum Random Variables 
Bounded sum random variables of the type to be considered here may be formally defined 
as a vector of continuous variables, X = {%i, X2, • • •, X^-i} € for an integer h > 2, where 
0% is defined as a simplex, 
= {(xi,x2,---,x/l_i) : xi > 0, - - ,%A-i > 0, xi + Yxh-\ < «}, (3.28) 
for some positive constant u. When u = 1, X k  in X may be interpreted as a random variable 
for the proportion of a sampling or observational unit that belongs to the fc-th category out of a 
total of h possible categories. In the following we consider constructing a spatial model where 
each location is associated with a vector of bounded-sum variables on $%. We will assume 
that n spatial locations have been defined in an appropriate coordinate system, and indexed 
as i = 1, • • •, n. At location i the random vector Y ; is defined as above in <&i. 
3.3.2. Dirichlet Conditionals Models 
Perhaps the most well-known distribution that may be applied to bounded-sum variables 
is the Dirichlet distribution, which is often considered a multivariate generalization of the 
beta distribution. The Dirichlet probability density function is given, for some positive integer 
A > 2, by 
/(x; A) = .. .r{\h) X*1~1 > 0, 5] Zj = 1 
h— 1  /  h  — 1  \  h,  
= exp ^2 Xk log(a- fc) + log f  1 -  ^  xk j  + log T(A X  H 1- Xh) - ^  log r(A f c )  
-fc=l V k ,  — \  /  k=  1 
h—1 /  h—1 \  
- ^Tlog^fc) - log ( 1 - 53^ ; {a:i, • - -, «fc_i} G $1- (3.29) 
k=  1 V k=1 /  -
This is a linear exponential family with h - l  free variables and an /i-dimensional canonical 
parameter, A = (Ai, • • •, Â^), Ai, - - - , A& > 0. Minimal sufficient statistics for this distribution 
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are 
T(X) = |logXi, logÀ*2, logp^-i), log (l - £ Xk^j | • 
Dirichlet Conditionals 
To write the Dirichlet distribution in a form appropriate for developing a MRF model, 
consider a set of n bounded-sum random vectors of h categories; Y = {Y%, - -, Y„} with each 
Yi = {K'.i, • • - ,Yi,h-1} € $1 and Y 6 $1 x The component variable Y;^. may 
represent the proportion of a sampling unit falling into the fc-th of h categories at the i-th 
location, or the probability of the i-th location's belonging to the ft-th category. Suppose the 
conditional distribution for Y,• given the others, Y_,- = yfollows a Dirichlet distribution. 
Assuming pairwise-only dependence, Proposition 1 indicates that each conditional density be 
of the form 
/.•(y»|y-t;0) = exp 
where 
J2 y-<; 0 )Ti,k(yi) - 5,-(y-,-; 0 )  + C,-(y,-) 
.k~ 1 
{y%, y-,} G n (3.30) 
T t ,k{yi)  -
log(!A,t) if k G {1, • • -, h - 1} 
h  — I  
(3.31) 
log (1 - ELi1 y«v) if k  = h, 
h  
A i , k { y - u  0) = a,\jfe + Z5Z log(y^); Vj ,h  =  1-^3 
j z f i i  f=l t=1 
B t {  y - i - , 0 )  =  5Z log F {^.»,fc(y_i; ^ )} — log r / 5Z A l j k ( y - l - , d ) \ ,  
k=1 U=1 J 
h~1 /  h—1 \  
ct{y«) = - Z l°g%,t - log 1 - I , 
k=X X k=1 /  
for some parameters {q^i- : i = 1, • • - , n; k = 1, • • /i} and {rji j- .k/  • i ,  j  = 1, • • • ,  n; k :£ — 
1, • • •, /i} with restrictions (3.19) and (3.20). To ensure that the images of the A functions 
(3.31) coincide with the natural parameter space for any y G fi, it is sufficient that rjitj-k,t < 0 
and ai tk > 0 for i, j  = 1, • •  • ,  n and k,£ = 1, • •  • ,  h.  The joint distribution is given by the form, 
/(y; 0) oc exp 
n  h  h  h  
-  
X )  +  5 Z  Z  5 Z Z  V i , j : k , e i o g { y i t k )  log 
» = 1 fc=l 1 < i < j < n  k = l  i —1 
(3.32) 
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The normalizing constant of the joint can be verified to be finite over Q, guaranteeing the 
resulting model to be valid. It is, however, still unclear what type of dependence among 
variables can be obtained from this model. 
Dependence Considerations 
Having constructed a spatial model that reflects the bounded sum constraint for random 
vectors at each location, we are now concerned with the type of dependencies allowed among 
spatial locations. Typically we want a model that allows positive dependence such that the 
component variables of the Y; are more similar at locations near to each other than they are for 
locations for farther apart. To see possible dependence structures that a Dirichlet conditionals 
model could offer, fix i G {1, • • - , n} and k G {1, • • •, h} and consider the conditional expectation 
of Yi,k, the proportion of the Ar-th category at the i-th location, given Y_, = ywhich has 
the form: 
A;,i(y~i) + • • • + A,-j/l(y_t) 
a t , k  + E?=i Ylt= i  %J:t/log(%/) 
YA = 1 {<*«',< + E"=L ELI % 
Suppose s G N t .  Then, it can be shown that the partial derivative of E[y^|Y_, = y_2] with 
respec t  to  y Stk is non-negative if rj{ iS:k,k = 0. This indicates that further restricting r\i tj-.k,k = 0 
for all k € {1, • • - , h} and j G {1, • • - , n} would yield a non-negative dependence between two 
proportions of the same category for pairs of locations in the same neighborhood. 
Example 
Example data sets were simulated from a bivariate Dirichlet conditionals model with 3 
categories (ra = 2, h = 3). Parameters are set as = 1 and = —5 if k ^ € and 
f j i , j - . k , k  = 0 for (i, j )  G {(1, 2), (2,1)} and k , É £  {1,2,3}. The upper row in Figure 3.1 presents 
scatter plots of pairs of proportions {yi,k,y2,k), k = 1,2,3. The data, which are generated by 
the Gibbs Sampler from the conditional Dirichlet densities (3.30), exhibit correlations 0.433, 
0.473, and 0.401 for Categories 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
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Although each of these plots shows moderate positive dependence, the strength of depen­
dence appears to be limited — most values are no larger than 0.6. This may be explained by 
considering limiting behavior of the conditional expectations. For example, if y2,i, the first com­
ponent variable at the second location, increases to 1 (and thus both y2,2 and y2-3 = l-y2,i-y2,2 
decrease to 0), the conditional mean of Y^i given y2 is 
r Trrv- IV l_r Q- + 77(logy2,2 + logy2,3) _ V _  
2/2™! 1U' 2 y2 y2™i 3q + 2?/(logy2,i + logy2,2 + logy2,3) 27?' 
which is approaching .5 instead of 1 (It can also be shown that y2,i ->• 0 implies = 
y2] —»• 0, which explains why two paired values can be lower together in Figure 3.1. This 
unexpected behavior of the model may also be explained by looking at its joint density function. 
Note that a bivariate function a(xi,x2) = log(xi) log(x2) for 0 < zi, z2 < 1 has positive values 
and infinitely increases as xi, x2 —» 0. Assume < 0 for k ^ t. Then, the term in (3.32) 
h  h  
1 <i< j<n k=1 1=1 
goes to negative infinity as y,-^ and yh t  both approach zero for k / t .  Thus we may interpret 
this term as a penalty to (0,0) pairs across different categories within neighborhood, assuming 
r)i,j:k,k = 0 for k = 1, • • •, h. With this density, two vectors having the same dominant category, 
such as, yi % (1,0,0) and y2 « (1,0,0), are penalized considerably, and such observations as 
yi and y2 are less likely to occur together in a neighborhood. This indicates the dependence 
structure the Dirichlet conditional model can offer is limited and thus may not be as useful as 
we might have hoped. 
3.3.3. Alternative Model : Reverse Dirichlet Conditionals Model 
Reverse Dirichlet Distribution 
The discussion of the previous several subsections suggests a conditional density of linear 
exponential family form (3.30), but with sufficient statistics 
T(X) = jlog(l-Xi), log(l-X2), - log(l-Xt_i), log^X^j. (3.33) 
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Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 




Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
corr = 0.761 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
YJ1.1) 
corr = 0.782 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Y J 1.21 
t  > • • • 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
YJ1.3) 
Figure 3.1 Scatter plots of '200 observations simulated from a bivariate 
Dirichlet conditional model (upper row) and a bivariate reverse 
Dirichlet conditional model (lower row). 
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Substitution of (3.33) into the exponential family form (3.30) under the same bounded sum 
condition results in a pdf that has the form, 
/(x; Ai, • • •, A/j) oc exp[(Ai-l) log(l—xi)+- - -+ (— 1) log(l—x^-i)+(A^ —1) log(%i+- • • z/,_i)], 
for x € $i and some positive parameters {Al5 • • - , A/J. 
This distribution is similar to the Dirichlet in the sense that it is an exponential family 
distribution whose support is suitable for bounded-sum random variables (with h categories) 
with an ^-dimension canonical parameter that controls the marginal expectations of component 
variables. Although the expectations of this distribution exist, they are not available in closed 
form. In addition, the form of the normalizing constant (or cumulative generating function) is 
not known so that even the complete conditional density cannot be expressed in closed form. 
Still, the distribution has some properties that are readily obtained. 
1. If Ak increases while {Af : I  ^ k} fixed, then EX k  decreases and all I  ^ k} increase. 
2. If Xk < oo and Af —» oc for all l^k, then EX& —> 1. 
Since the effect of changes in parameters on the marginal expectations is the opposite of what 
occurs in the Dirichlet, we call this distribution a reverse Dirichlet. To verify that (3.34) is a 
proper density,  let  Z = {Z\,  • • • ,  Zh-\} be a set  of variables whose sum is bounded by h — 1,  
i.e., z G where 
$/!_! = {(zi, z2, • • •, Zh-1) :  z \  > 0, • • •, Zh-1  > 0 ,  z i  +  h  Zh-\ < h-l) .  
Suppose Z follows a generalized Dirichlet distribution (e.g., Ixotz, Balakrishnan and Johnson, 
2000) with the sum of variables bounded by h - 1. The density of Z is obtained by a simple 
transformation from the standard Dirichlet distribution (3.29) with the parameter space for 
A unchanged. We then impose the additional restrictions that Z\ < 1 and 
I3fc=} Z k> h. — 2, which yields a set of possible values 
(3.34) 
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For example, when h — 3, the sample space for this restricted Dirichlet is Z\ < 1, Z2  < 1 and 
Z\ + Z2 > 1. Now, transforming the variables to Xk = 1 - Zk for k = 1, • • •, h — 1, we have a 
pdf of the form (3.34) defined on 
Dependence Considerations 
The joint density for a reverse Dirichlet conditionals model is of the form, 
/(y; « exp 
n  h  h  h  
E E ^  - 1 ° g ( 1  - +  E  E  E L  w / i o g u  - y , , t ) i o g ( i  - y j t t )  
i = l  k = l  k = l  £ — 1  
(3.35) 
Note that a bivariate function a(xi,  x2)  = log(l — xi) log(l — x2)  for 0 < .x-i, x2  < 1 has positive 
values and increases infinitely as x\,x2 —ï 1. Since the 77's are restricted to be non-positive, we 
may then interpret the term in (3.35) 
h  h  
E E EE -  V i , k )  log(l - y j , e )  
1  < i < j < n  k =  1  l ~ \  
as a penalty on (1,1) pairs within neighborhood (c.f., Dependence Considerations in Section 
3.3.2). By restricting 7%,= 0 for k = 1, • • •, ft, the penalty would be large on a. pair of 
neighboring probability vectors having different dominant categories while it would be close to 
zero for a neighboring pair with the same dominant category. 
For a more formal argument, consider the random vector at a single location Y2. Note 
that the Ar-th natural parameter function \  0), k 6 {1, • • •, <7;}, for a reverse Dirichlet 
conditional model must be of the form 
h  h - l  
A i , k (y-«; 0 )  = a l t k  + EE Vi,]-.k,e\og{l - y J t e ) ;  y h h  =  1  -  E 
£=l t = l 
where i j i j : k , e  <  0 for k / i .  Let = 0, and suppose one of the neighbors of Yi, Yj 
say, has an increasing dominance in the fc-th category such that y^k —» 1, while the values in 
other neighbors remain fixed. Then, Ai/ —> 00 for all I ^ k while Ai^ is bounded. By the 
second property of the reverse Dirichlet distribution given earlier, the conditional expectation 
E[yi,fc|Y_î = y_i] approaches 1 as increases to 1. This shows a Reverse Dirichlet condi­




Example data sets were simulated from a bivariate model with conditionals in the reverse 
Dirichlet distribution with 3 categories. The lower row of Figure 3.1 presents scatter plots 
of pairs of proportions in the 3 categories generated from this model with parameters set as 
ai,k = 1, Vi,j:k,e = -5 and rnj..k,k = 0 for (i,j) G {(1,2), (2,1)} and k,£ £ {1,2,3} such that 
k ^ £. The data graphed were generated by the Gibbs sampler coupled with a Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm to generate samples from the conditional pdf which is known only up to a 
normalizing constant. Higher sample correlations (0.761, 0.782, and 0.786 for Categories 1, 2 
and 3, respectively) indicate this model would be more flexible than the Dirichlet conditional 
model in providing a full range of positive dependence. 
Next, we considered a random field defined on a 40 x 40 regular lattice and assumed 
that each location has the reverse Dirichlet conditional with h = 3 categories, conditioned 
on the first-order neighborhood (the four nearest neighborhood structure). Using arbitrary 
parameters = 1 and r}i,j;k,e = -5 if j G iV,- and k ^ t and = 0 otherwise, a data set 
was simulated using the Gibbs sampler and is presented in Figure 3.2. The upper row of Figure 
3.2 presents scatter plots of pairs of proportions in the same categories for neighboring locations. 
The lower row contains image plots of generated lattices for each category, with lighter colors 
indicating higher values closer to 1 and darker colors lower values. These plots clearly show 
clusters of higher values in each category and thus exhibit strong spatial correlations between 
neighboring locations. 
3.4. Conclusion 
In this article we formulated a class of conditionally specified models with conditionals in 
exponential families and presented an explicit method to construct a Markov random field 
from any set of specified exponential family conditionals. The result is particularly useful 
when one or more conditionals are multi-parameter exponential families. We used the result in 
construction of spatial models for bounded-sum random variables. In this problem, we showed 
a way to achieve a desirable dependence structure by choosing conditionals of different expo-
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Figure 3.2 Simulated data from a reverse Dirichlet conditionals model on 
a lattice: Scatter plots of pairs of proportions in the same cat­
egory in neighboring locations (in the upper row) and image 
plots of simulated data for each category (in the lower row; 
lighter colors corresponds to higher values and darker colors to 
lower values). 
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nential families (with different sufficient statistics). We defined a new Dirichlet-type family 
for conditionals to attain a flexible dependence structure between components of bounded-sum 
variables. The idea of constructing a model by selecting sufficient statistics of exponential 
family conditionals appears in previous works (e.g., Geyer and Thompson, 1992). Related 
ideas can also be found in Bayesian inference as a way to choose a prior. In construction of 
exponential family conditional models, non-closed forms of conditionals seem to have less im­
pact since, in general, the constructed joint density is of non-closed form whether conditionals 
are closed or not (one exception are Gaussian conditionals models). In that case, however, pa­
rameter estimation based on maximizing a pseudo likelihood (Besag, 1975) may be no longer 
applicable. We would need to work with computationally intensive methods such as Monte 
Carlo maximum likelihood estimation, in which a Monte Carlo approximation of the likelihood 
is maximized (e.g., Geyer and Thompson, 1992; Kaiser, Cressie and Lee, 2002). 
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CHAPTER 4 SPATIAL PREDICTION OF SEDIMENT CATEGORIES 
FOR USE IN ECOLOGICAL RESPONSE MODELING 
Abstract 
Many biotic responses in river ecosystems that are of interest to aquatic ecologists are 
related to the underlying sediment structure in the river bed. In the upper Mississippi River 
ecosystem such responses include the occurrence and abundance of various aquatic plants and 
insects. Prediction of sediment type over the spatial extent of a river reach holds the poten­
tial for increasing our ability to both understand and model the levels of biotic responses. 
We develop a spatial mixture model for this purpose consisting of a conditionally indepen­
dent multinomial observation process mixed over a conditionally specified spatial process that 
possesses Dirichlet-like behavior. Use of the model is illustrated in prediction of sediment 
categories in the Upper Mississippi River. 
4.1. Introduction 
Sediment characteristics are known to be important covariates in models of biological re­
sponses, some of which can be indicators of environmental pollution. In the Upper Missis­
sippi River Systems (UMRS), such responses include the production of mayflies and macro-
invertebrates, the abundance of various aquatic plants, and spawning or nesting activity by 
fish species. Statistical models that allows the prediction of sediment types have the poten­
tial to increase our understanding of biological indicators of the overall productivity of an 
aquatic ecosystem. The fundamental goal of this article is the development of spatial models 
for substrate characteristics, which are categorical in nature. 
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Spatial modeling of categorical data involves a number of issues that need to be resolved. 
The categorical nature of response variables makes it difficult to apply methods of standard 
geostatistical analysis within the context of a continuous index random field, where spatial de­
pendence is conceptualized by the variability of the difference in pairs of random variables. An 
alternative approach to spatial modeling is to construct a Markov random field (MRF) on a dis­
crete index random field. In this approach, a conditional distribution is specified for the random 
component at each location, given the values of variables at its neighboring locations. Much 
of theoretical development underlying this approach was initiated by Besag (1974). Kaiser 
and Cressie (2000) developed an explicit procedure for MRF model development, providing 
sufficient conditions to construct a joint distribution given a full set of conditional distribu­
tions. Chapter 3 presents a general constructive procedure for the class of exponential family 
conditional models, which allows the use of any combination of (multi-parameter) exponential 
family conditionals and gives necessary forms of those conditionals. 
Although a number of MRF models have been studied for various types of data, few models 
are for general categorical data. Auto-logistic models (e.g., Besag, 1974, Gumpertz et al, 1997), 
may be seen as a special case of categorical MRF models (with 2 categories) and have had 
many applications including image restoration (e.g., Geman and Geman, 1984). Strauss (1977) 
generalized this model to multi-valued polvtomous variables. More recently, Kaiser, Cressie 
and Lee (2002) developed a spatial mixture model of a binomial observation process mixed 
over a spatial beta conditional latent process. 
One choice for conditional distributions of categorical variables is the multinomial distribu­
tion, resulting in a multinomial conditionals model. In this article, we shall formulate such a 
model for sediment categories. In addition, we will develop a spatial mixture model consisting 
of conditionally independent multinomial observation processes mixed over a spatially depen­
dent distribution, which is constructed from specified "Dirichlet-like" conditional distributions. 
In this spatial mixture model, we attempt to model "process-level" phenomenon, that is, the 
conceptual process that leads to the actual sediment categories at locations. Observation of 
those categories introduces additional uncertainty which is captured in the multinomial obser­
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vation model. The conditionals for the mixing latent process consist of what we will call the 
reverse-Dirichlet distribution, which is, like the Dirichlet, an exponential family for bounded-
sum random variables. The reverse-Dirichlet conditionals model was introduced in Chapter 3, 
where it was shown that this model can offer a more flexible dependence structure between 
vectors of proportions than a standard Dirichlet conditionals model. 
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section 4.2 we describe the sediment 
data, that are considered in this article. The two models mentioned previously are developed 
for modeling of sediment characteristics in Section 4.3, and methods for parameter estima­
tion are discussed in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, statistical analysis including predictions on 
unobserved locations is considered, and the models are compared based on several criteria in­
cluding prediction errors from cross-validation. Section 4.6 contains discussion and concluding 
remarks. 
4.2. Data Descriptions 
4.2.1. Data 
The data we use in this study were sampled by US Geographical Survey at Navigation Pool 
13 of Reach 1 in the UMRS for the years 1992 to 2002. The region of study extends from Lock 
& Dam 13 located near Clinton, Iowa upstream to Lock & Dam 12 located near Bellevue, Iowa 
(Figure 4.1). The sampling unit is a point location and the data for each location include the 
coordinate of the location (longitude and latitude), sampling date, aquatic area information 
(categorical), predominant sediment substrate (categorical) and the number of live mayflies. 
While ecological interest is centered on the response of the number of live mayflies, our research 
here is focused on the development of a spatial model for sediment characteristics. 
Locations at which data wore collected are plotted in Figure 4.2 with different marks for 
different categories. Sediment characteristics were recorded by a six-level categorization: Group 
1 for 'hard clay,' Group 2 for 'silt clay,' Group 3 for 'silt clay with sand,' Group 4 for 'sand 
with silt clay,' Group 5 for 'sand' and Group 6 for 'gravel and rock'. In each year during the 
period 1992-2002, sediment characteristics and other information were recorded from around 
Lûtik&Ûam 12 
Illinois 
Lock & Dam .13 
Figure 4.1 Navigation Pool 13 of Reach 1 in the Upper Mississippi River 
System. 
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125 locations over the region, although exact sampling locations varied among years. Figure 4.3 
presents plots of locations at which each of the six sediment categories were observed. These 
plots indicate that sediment substrates tend to form clusters and a positive correlation exists 
among nearby locations. Assuming no other explanatory variables are immediately available, 
we are motivated to think of spatial models that allow positive dependence structure. 
4.2.2. Collapsing Categories 
Overall frequencies of sediment substrate types are presented in Table 4.1 for each year 
from 1992 to 2002. The table indicates that Category 1 ('hard clay') and Category 6 ('gravel 
and rock') were seldom observed. Inclusion of these rare categories in statistical models would 
cause difficulties in parameter estimation. Also, from an environmental aspect, Categories 1 
and 6 often have a similar impact on ecological responses as Category 5 (sand). For example, 
all of these substrate types are unsuitable for colonization by mayflies. As a result, we decided 
to pool Categories 1, 5 and 6 into a single category. Also, the similarity of Category 3 ('silt clay 
with sand') and Category 4 ('sand with silt clay') caused us to collapse these two categories 
into a single one. The result of pooling of the original 6 sediment categories as described 
immediately above was the following revised structure for possible sediment categories. 
Category 1 : 'silt clay' 
Category 2 : 'silt clay with sand' + 'sand with silt clay' 
Category 3 : 'hard clay' + 'sand' + 'gravel and rock' 
4.2.3. Setting a Grid Lattice 
Observed locations are scattered irregularly around the region of study (Figure 4.2). Instead 
of taking spatial locations as points, we create a regular grid lattice system that covers the 
entire region of interest so that the observations of specific locations in a cell are aggregated 
together as a vector of counts. This treatment appears to be necessary for the mixture model 
to be identifiable, which requires that the responses to be composed of vectors of total counts 
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Figure 4.2 Observed locations and sediment types collected between years 
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and 2002. 
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Table 4.1 Frequency of the original sediment substrate types for each year 
between 1992 and 2002. 
Sediment Category 
Year n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1992 125 0 63 42 0 17 3 
1993 126 3 68 23 22 10 0 
1994 132 2 61 27 19 23 0 
1995 125 1 83 14 11 15 1 
1996 125 6 65 15 8 27 4 
1997 125 0 71 12 20 22 0 
1998 125 2 49 33 16 23 2 
1999 125 7 66 24 12 15 1 
2000 125 0 67 18 20 17 3 
2001 124 4 40 36 17 27 0 
2002 125 4 51 31 22 15 2 
Total 1382 29 684 275 167 211 16 
greater than one. The same issue arises when one tries to estimate the parameters of a beta-
binomial model from data with all binomial sizes being one, resulting in the parameters being 
non-estimable. In addition, this aggregation of observed locations might even be preferable if 
we are interested in predictions of the sediment composition over a small area, rather than the 
specific value at an individual location. 
With the entire region of interest overlain with a grid, the observational unit is a rect­
angular cell and the associated response is a vector of multinomial counts. Since sediment 
characteristics tend to remain stable over years and possibly decades, we use all of the data for 
the years 1992 to 2002 for parameter estimation. We selected the lattice shown in Figure 4.4 
so that most cells contain at least two observed locations, but there remain sufficiently many 
locations for model estimation and analysis; excluding those cells with one or zero observation, 
140 cells remain on this grid, in Figure 4.4, each location is labelled with the number of sam­
pling locations it contains. The total counts within cells vary much — some have more than 
30 observations while others contain only 2. 
An image plot of the observed proportions of all observations in each grid cell that fall 
into the three categories is shown in Figure 4.5. These plots appear to reflect a fair amount 
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of spatial dependence, although there are also some sharp changes in gray scale, particularly 
in the northwestern portion of the region, where only a few observations are contained in each 
cell. There also appears to be an overall trend in sediment types in the plots of Figure 4.5. 
In the northern portion of the region the 'hard' sediment types of Category 3 ('hard clay' + 
'sand' + 'gravel / rock') predominate. Category 1 ('silt clay') tends to be the major sediment 
category in the mid region while in the southern portion of the region, where the river width 
becomes wider, Category 2 ('silt clay with sand' + 'sand with silt clay') dominates in the 
middle of the river while Category 1 continues to dominate on the edges. 
4.3. Model Formulation 
In this section we develop two spatial models for the analysis of sediment characteristics, 
both formulated using a Markov random field approach. The first of these is based on multino­
mial conditional distributions, while the second is developed from a conditionally independent 
multinomial observation model mixed with a reverse Dirichlet spatial MRF model. 
4.3.1. Response Variables 
Let s = {si, • • •, sn} denote the set of cell locations to be considered in the grid system set as 
in Figure 4.4; in this application n = 140. Each location s,- is associated with a random vector 
of counts, {F i(s2), • • - ,  Yh(si)}, where h is the number of categories (here h — 3) and Yk(s{) is a 
variable for the number of observations that belong to the k-th sediment category in s,-. Note 
that the total number of observations in each cell, m,, is assumed to be fixed and the response 
vector at s,- is formally defined as a vector of h-1 free variables, Y (s,) = {>zi (s,-), • • •, Yh-i (s,)}. 
Where convenient we may write Yh(st) instead of m, - >!•(s,-). Lower case letters, such 
as y(s;), are used to denote observations of the corresponding variables. In what follows, we 
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MRF models incorporate spatial correlations by conditioning the probability density of each 
response variable, Y(s;), i G {!,•••, n}, on the observed values at the neighboring locations. 
The neighborhood of a location s;, denoted by A7,-, is defined as the set of locations on which 
the conditional distribution of Y(s,) given observed values at all other locations {y(sj) : j / z} 
is functionally dependent. In this application, we use a four-nearest-neighbors neighborhood 
system, for which the neighborhood of s, is defined as, 
Ni = {s j  : s j  is an adjacent cell above, below, right of or left of s,}, i  = 1, • • - , n. 
Note that s j  G Ni  if and only if s ; E Nj .  Since not all cells in our grid lattice are observed 
(Figure 4.4), some neighborhoods contain only one neighboring cell, while others contain four. 
We also define the set of neighboring values for s; by y (TV,) = {y(sj) : s j G Nt}. A Markov 
property is invoked by assuming that, given all of other values, the conditional distribution of 
Y (s2) depends only on the set of values y (Ni). Specifically, 
/»(y(si)|{y(sj) -  j  f O;0) = /i(y(s i)|y(M);0), » = i,-
where 9  denotes any parameters that may help govern the behavior of these distributions. 
4.3.3. Multinomial Conditionals Model (Model 1) 
Since the response variables are vectors of random counts with fixed totals, it is natural 
to consider a model in which the conditional distributions are specified to be multinomial 
distributions, 
[Y (s i ) \Y (N i )  =  y{N i ) ]  ~ Multinomial (m,-, p;), i = 1, • • - , n 
where p, is a vector of fixed probabilities of any location in cell s, belonging to the various 
sediment categories. The conditional density of Y(s,), given its neighboring values y(A^), may 
be written in an exponential family form as 
r/i-i 
/:(y(s,)|y(ATj);#) = exp 
- #i{y(#j); 6} + Q{y(s^)} 
- k —  1  
(4.1) 
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y (s;) € fi» = |(yi, • 1) : ^ t/fc < m,, yi, • G {0, , 
where {^l,^{y(ArI); 0} : A; = 1, • • •, h  - 1} are functions of y ( N i )  that play the role of natural 
parameters, and B,(-) and C;(-) are some functions of y(Arî) and y(s,), respectively. Assuming 
that an assumption of pairwise-only dependence is appropriate, Proposition 1 in Chapter 3 
indicates that the natural parameter function must be of the form: 
h—1 
/WyW); = <%:,t + I] (4.2) 
j--Sj£Ni 1=1 
for some parameters G = {o^fc, Vi , j - -k /  '•  1 < h j  < n, 1 < k , i  <  h  — 1} with restrictions 
= Vj,i:e,k and = 0 for any i, j G {1, • • •, n] and k, l G {1, • • •, h - 1}. In expression 
(4.2), i  and j  index locations, while k  and I index categories. It can be shown that, if > 0 
< 0) for s j  G Ni  in (4.2), then increasing yi(sj), with {y t ( s j ) ; t  ^ 1} fixed, will increase 
(decrease) A,-^, which, for a multinomial distribution, corresponds to the log odds ratio of 
probabilities for the fc-th and the h-th (last) categories. Thus, the parameter rjitJ-.k/ controls 
the dependence between }^(s,) and %(sj). Since we are concerned with dependence structures 
within categories across locations, parameters in the set {intj:k,e : k ^ are not of interest 
and we set them equal to zero. Furthermore, we let — 7? for all i,j G {1, • • - , n} and 
k  G {1, • • •, /î — l}. 
Parameters are interpreted as the natural parameters of the conditional density when 
there's no dependence between neighboring variables (i.e., TJ  = 0). Here, we write q -;^. as 
®i,k = log- 1] lnJKk, = 1 - Kf (4.3) 
^ (=1 
for some parameters {k i , • • •, such that 0 < k\, • • •, Kh-\ < 1 and Ylk=\ Kk < 1- Using 
this parameterization, (4.2) is rewritten as 
Ai,fc{y(M); v} = log — + ?? ]T {y k ( s j )  - rr i jKk}  , (4.4) 
for <p =  {ki ,  •  •  • ,  Kh-1,  r]} .  The parametrization (4.3) is used to alleviate the impact of different 
numbers of neighbors on Without this treatment, it is likely that the more neighbors 
si  has, the larger the relative probabilities tend to be for Categories 1 and 2 to Category 3. 
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This would be inconvenient for predictions on such an irregular lattice like the one we are 
considering. See Chapter 5 for the details of this parameterization. 
4.3.4. Reverse Dirichlet-Multinomial Spatial Mixture Model (Model 2) 
In this section we introduce a spatial mixture model in which the observed process for each 
Y(sj) G Y (s) follows an independent multinomial distribution, the parameter vector of which 
follows a Dirichlet type distribution, which we call the reverse-Dirichlet distribution, condi­
tioned on the (unobserved) parameter vectors of its neighborhood. That is, the unobserved, or 
latent, process for the multinomial probability vectors are modeled as a spatial MRF model. 
Observation Model 
Suppose that each Y (s,), i = 1, • • •, n, follows a multinomial distribution with a fixed total 
m; and a probability vector P(s;) = {Pi(sj), • • - , P/l_i(sj)}, which is treated as random. Given 
the value of P(s,), p(s;), Y (s,) is assumed to be independent of the others {Y(sj) : j ^ i}, 
having the probability mass function, 
/«(y(s,)|p(s,)) = m*"—^7Pi(si)yi(s,)p2(sî')y2(s,) • • • P h ( s i ) y h { s ' \  y (s,-) G ft*, p(s,) G $ 2/1 (sz) ! • • -y/i(s2')! 
where 
^ = j(?Jl> ' ' "iP/i-l) '• Pir • - ,Ph-i > 0, Pk < 11 • 
Note that Ph{si) and y^(s,) are again defined as %(s,) = 1 - E£=iP*;(s0 and y/,(s,) = 1 -
£fc=i yk{si). The joint density for y(s) = {y(si), • • •, y(sn)} given p(s) = {p(si), • • •, p(sn)} 
is then the product, 
n  
/(y(s)|p(s)) = H /i(y(s«)|p(s,)), y(s) G fil x • • • x fin, p(s) G 0". 
i - 1 
Latent Process Model 
The latent process model for P(s) is constructed through conditional specification. We 
assign a reverse Dirichlet distribution to each P(s,) conditioned on the neighboring values 
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p ( N i )  = {p(sj) : s j  € N t } .  The reverse-Dirichlet density function (see Chapter 3) has the 
form, 
/(x; A) oc exp[(Aj — 1) log(l — £i) + • • • + (A/, — 1) log(l — Xh) — 5(A)], x 6 #, Ai,---,A/l>0, 
where B(- )  is the cumulant generating function. This distribution is similar to the Dirichlet 
distribution in the sense that it is an exponential family whose support is suitable for a vec­
tor of bounded-sum random variables (of h dimensions) and has an h dimensional canonical 
parameter A that controls the marginal expectations E.Yi, • • •, El/,. It can be shown that, 
as a parameter A& increases with all others {X(,£ ^ k} fixed, E.Yfc decreases while all others 
{EXe, I ^ k} increase. Because the effect of changes in the parameters A on the marginal ex­
pectations is the opposite of that in the standard Dirichlet, we call this the reverse Dirichlet. 
Minimal sufficient statistics for the reverse Dirichlet are log(l - À'i), • • •, log(l - X/l_1) and 
log XkJ • Another important departure from the standard Dirichlet is the lack of closed 
forms for both the normalizing constant and the marginal expectations. This property does 
not greatly complicate MRF model construction since the joint density of an MRF model is 
generally not of analytical form in any case. 
Under the assumption of pairwise-onlv dependence, let the conditional distribution of P(s,), 
given its neighboring values p (Ni), have the reverse-Dirichlet density, 
•  h  
/i(p(si)|p(A'i);0) = exp Y.  Ai,A-{p(Ar,); 0} log{l - pi-(s,)} - B2{p(jVz); 0} + C,{p(s;)} 
. k= i 
P(s,) G p(W,) € (4.5) 
In (4.5) 
h  
A l , k {p(Ni ) ;0}  =  a,ifc + (4.6) 




Bi( - )  is the cumulant generating function, and 0 = {a l t k ,  V i , j : k , e  '•  1 < h j  <  n , l  <  k ,£  <  h}  
with restrictions rjij:k,e = f]j,i:e,k for all possible (i,j,k,C). The parameter space 0 must be 
determined so that the ranges of the functions {A,,&(-)} coincide with the natural parameter 
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space of the conditional density for any possible p (Ni ) .  It can be immediately checked that 
restrictions, > 0, r\i,y.k,i < 0 for all possible (i,j,k,l), will satisfy this requirement. The 
joint distribution m for P(s) is identified, up to a normalizing constant, as 
???.(p(s);0) cxexp[Q{p(s);0}], p(s) € 5>n, (4.7) 
where Q(- )  is defined as 
<9{p(s);0} = J2H(ai'k " l)l°g{l -Pk{si)} 
i—1 k=1 
n  h  h  
+ Y,  Y .  log{! - Pk{s i ) }  log{l - p Hs j )}. (4.8) 
i = l  j< i :S jENi  k= 1  t—\  
Spatial Dependence 
The use of reverse-Dirichlet conditionals is motivated by its flexibility for modeling de­
pendence structures, which is in contrast to a conditional model formulated on the basis of 
standard Dirichlet distributions. In particular, our spatial mixture model requires a latent 
process that allows positive dependence between probability vectors. We have discussed in 
Chapter 3 that imposing further restrictions on the dependence parameters: 
i ] t , r . k , k  = 0, for 1 < i  <  j  <  n ,  k  =  1, •  •  • ,  h ,  
will achieve a positive dependence within each category. 
The proposed MRF model still has too many parameters so that we need to make further 
restrictions. We impose similar restrictions as in the multinomial conditionals model; =% 
Oik, Vi ,3-.k,e = v for k ^ t. To summarize, the parameter set is 6 = {ai, • • •, a/,, 77} on the space 
0 defined as 
0 = {(«!,• • -,ah, ??) : a<i, • • -,ah > 0,7? < 0} . (4.9) 
and the function in (4.6) is simplified as 
h  
A i , k {p (Ni ) ;d }  = ai  +  r)  ^ log{l - pe(s j ) } .  (4.10) 
j:s j£N,  l±k  
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4.4. Parameter Estimation 
We consider maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters for both of the two models 
formulated in Section 4.3. A common problem of MLE in a conditionally specified model, 
whose variables are not assumed to be independent, is that it is not possible to write the 
likelihood function in a closed form. A typical solution to this problem is to maximize a 
modified likelihood that has a tractable form for maximization instead of the true likelihood. 
The pseudo-likelihood and a Monte-Carlo approximation to the likelihood are among such 
modified likelihood functions, and here we will discuss applying them to the proposed models. 
4.4.1. Maximum Pseudo Likelihood Estimation (MPLE) for Model 1 
Maximum pseudo likelihood estimation (Besag, 1975) may be employed to estimate the 
parameters for the multinomial conditionals model (Model 1). Instead of the true likelihood, 
MPLE maximizes the product of the conditional distributions, which we call the pseudo like­
lihood, 
with respect to the 0 6 0. Typically, the pseudo log-likelihood, L p (0 )  = log £ p (6 ) ,  is to 
be maximized instead of lp(0). MPLE is computationally beneficial when the conditional 
distributions are of closed forms but the true likelihood is not. Maximization of the pseudo-
likelihood may be conducted by an iterative procedure such as Newton-Rhapson method. While 
some efficiencies may be lost consistency of MPLE was shown by Geman and Graffigne (1987) 
for the case where the range of values of Y (s) is finite. 
4.4.2. Monte-Carlo Maximum Likelihood (MCMLE) Estimation for Model 2 
Note that the likelihood function of the mixture model is 
n  
4(9) = II fi (y(s«)|y(M); 0) 
i= i 
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where m(-) is the pdf of the mixing distribution, which can be written, in terms of the function 
Q(.) in (4.8), 
m (  p ; f l ) -  e X p W ( P ; 6 ) )  
Un exp{Q(p-6)}dp '  
For notation al simplicity, we use p = p(s) and y = y (s). The log-likelihood, L,  appears to 
have the form, 
L{0 ' , y )  = log f  /(y |p) exp{<2(p; 9)}dp  - log [  exp{Q(p \9)}dp .  (4.11) 
The log-likelihood (4.11) contains two untractable integrals over $n. Since the normalizing 
constant of the reverse-Dirichlet conditional density is non-closed, MPLE is not promising. 
We will consider here MCMLE (e.g., Gayer and Thompson, 1992) to estimate the parameters 
of the mixture model (Model 2). 
In MCMLE, we approximate the log-likelihood function using importance sampling and 
maximize it with respect to 6. To do this, rewrite the log-likelihood (4.11) as: 
L«>;y) = los/ /(y|p)exp(f'p^))9l(p;A1)^p- l o g /  J$n <7i(Pi Ai) ./<i>n <72(Pj A2) 
where gi(-) and g 2 ( - )  are the pdf's of importance sampling distributions with support <£", 
which may be parameterized by some parameter sets Ai and A2, respectively. 
Specifying gi  and g 2  with some values for Ai and A2 chosen appropriately, we generate 
samples  of  random fields, {p'1', • • - , p(n'}, from gi(-; Ax), and {q'1), • • - , q^} from g2(-; A2), 
where rj and r2 are Monte-Carlo sizes for samples from g\ and 52, respectively. Then, an MC 
approximation of the log-likelihood, L>/(0; y), is given by 
LM (0\ y) = log -È/(y|p"))expWlpl" ;6 )1  log 1 y* exp{Q(q(');6)} 
r2 ~1 ga(q('); Ag) (4.12) „?'i 5i(p(i);Ai) 
An MCMLE 9  is the 9  that maximizes (4.12). While we have LM{9)  ->  LM{9)  as rj, r2 -> 00 
for any 6 £ S and for any choices of </i and g2 with the common support 5>n, it is practically 
known that LM may not be a good approximation of L since MC errors are too large unless 
the MC sample sizes (rj, r2) are sufficiently large and gi and g2 are similar to the integrands 
in shape. We use an iterative approach of Lee (1997), in which the estimation procedure is 
summarized as follows. 
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"  (o)  
1. Choose a starting value 6 and let t  — 1. 
2. At the t - th cycle of maximization, do the following steps. 
(i) Choose values for Ai and X2 appropriately. 
(ii) Generate Monte-Carlo samples of sizes and r 2  from gi  and g 2 ,  respectively. 
(iii) Maximize (4.12) with respect to 0. Let the maximizer be \ 
3. Check the convergence of Q^\ If not converge, let t  — t  + 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise, 
- A f 
let 8 = 6 and exit the algorithm. 
Choices for the importance sampling distributions, g\  and g 2 ,  include the following for this 
problem. 
1. A common importance distribution proportional to the first integrand: 
9 i ( p ;A) = g 2(p;A) oc /(y|p) exp{<9(p; A)}, A = 0(tl). (4.13) 
2. A common importance distribution proportional to the second integrand: 
5i(p;-M = S2(p; A) oc exp{Q(p; A)}, A = 0(< 1). (4.14) 
3. Two importance distributions proportional to the two integrands: 
(p; A) a /(y|p) exp{Q(p; A)}, g 2 (p ;  A) oc exp{Q(p; A)}, A = 0(<_1). (4.15) 
By using sampling distributions (4.13) and (4.14), L(0)  may be directly approximated by 
LM{&) since normalizing constants for g\ and g2 are cancelled out. However, associated Monte-
Carlo errors are expected to be large because the form of one integrand is different from that 
of the sampling distribution. The last choice (4.15) would lead to an approximation of L up 
to an additive constant that does not depend on 6. To see this, define L*M(6) by 
L*m(9 )  = log 1 ^  exp{Q(pW;0)} 
r H exp{Q(p(«'); A)} log 
1 ^ 2 exp{Q(q(');9)} 
exp{g(q(i); A)} (4.16) 
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where {p(') : 1 < i  <  r} and {q^ : 1 < i  < r} are sampled from gi  and g 2  in (4.15). Then, 
L*M(6) approximates L(6) + K(A) with K(A) some function of A, which can be ignored when 
LM is maximized with respect to 6. Monte Carlo errors for L*M are expected to be smaller 
than those for LM based on (4.13) or (4.14) because the shapes of the sampling densities are 
similar to those of the corresponding integrands, provided that A is sufficiently close to 0. Note 
that L*m(A) = 0 for any A G 6. Here we use (4.15) as the importance sampling distribution for 
Monte-Carlo maximum likelihood estimation. The true likelihood value may be approximated 
using (4.13) or (4.14). 
-  (0)  
To select a starting value 6 , we first find the MLE of a simpler model with a restriction 
«i = Q'3 = Q'3 = a. This estimation may be conducted relatively easily by choosing a starting 
value by graphical inspection of the 3-D surface of an MC approximation to the likelihood. 
Estimates for the parameters of this simpler model are (â, fj) = (.05, —1.6). Use these values 
as the initial value for the 'multiple a' model, that is, let = (â, à, â, fj). At each cycle of 
MCMLE, a sample of size r = 200, 000 is generated from each of gi and g2 in (4.15). Based on 
these samples, L*M in (4.16) is maximized with respect to 6. When the parameter estimates 
converge and L*M(0) is sufficiently close to zero, the algorithm is terminated. The convergence 
t  
a  (  i  )  ~  f f — 1 ) I I  " ( 0  
criteria used here are \  \ 0  — 6  || < .01 and L* M (d  )  <  .001. Table 4.2 contains how each 
cycle was conducted in the estimation of 6. 
4.4.3. Parameter Estimates 
Table 4.3 contains estimates of the parameters for the proposed models (Model 1 and Model 
2) and those for a non-spatial, iid multinomial model. The estimates for Model 1 are computed 
by MPLE as ki = 0.507, k2 = 0.278 and ?) = 0.0653. Because r/ is estimated to be positive, the 
relative probabilities of Categories 1 and 2 to Category 3 are increasing as the corresponding 
observations in neighboring sites increase, which indicates a positive correlation within each of 
Categories 1 and 2. Quantity K = (K1T K2, 1 — KI — K2) is interpreted as the average sediment 
composition in a cell when no neighboring information is available or when the sediment 
composition in neighboring cells coincides to k. AS expected, k = (0.51, 0.28, 0.21) is fairly 
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close to the overall composition of the observations, (0.49, 0.32, 0.19). A 90% approximate 
confidence interval was constructed for each parameter using parametric bootstrap based on 
1000 fields generated from the fitted model. The interval for 77, (0.062, 0.069), confirms the 
positive dependence mentioned above. 
For Model 2, the parameters are estimated by MCMLE as ôj = 0.055, â; = 0.181, 
â3 = 0.235 and fj = -1.495. Because 77 is estimated to be negative, the probability vec­
tor in a cell is expected to have a positive correlation with the corresponding vectors at the 
neighboring cells. Although parameters a = (a-i, a2, 03) are not immediately interpretable in 
Model 2, they determine the expected composition in a cell when no neighboring information 
is available. Roughly, a larger (smaller) value of indicates a smaller (larger) proportion 
for the corresponding category, and the expected composition when no neighbor presents is 
computed by numerical integration as (0.36, 0.33, 0.31) from â = (0.055, 0.181,0.235). A 90% 
approximate confidence interval was constructed for each parameter based on a negative Hes­
sian matrix evaluated by a MC approximation of size 200,000 with the estimated parameters. 
The diagonal elements of the matrix were used as approximation to the variance of the param­
eters, based on which normal approximation confidence intervals in Table 4.4 were obtained. 
While the intervals for a's contain zero, which might indicate the normal approximation is not 
necessarily appropriate, the interval for 77, (-2.006, -0.985), confirms the positive dependence 
mentioned above. 
Table 4.2 MCMLE cycles for Model 2. 
Start End 1  * h M  
Cycle 61 02 63 Â; &3 ?7 before after 
1 0.050 0.050 0.050 -1.600 0.060 0.185 0.237 -1.499 0.00 1.547 
2 0.060 0.185 0.237 -1.499 0.057 0.183 0.235 -1.498 0.00 0.001 
3 0.057 0.183 0.235 -1.498 0.055 0.181 0.234 -1.495 0.00 0.000 
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Table 4.3 Maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters in each model. 




0.493 0.320 0.186 
0.507 0.278 
0.055 0.181 0.235 
0.0653 
-1.495 
Table 4.4 Approximate 90% confidence intervals for the parameters. Para­
metric bootstrap was used for Model 1, and a normal approx­
imation based on the negative Hessian matrix evaluated by a 
Monte Carlo approximation was used for Model 2. 
Model confidence intervals for â  or k  V  
Model 1 
Model 2 
(0.456, 0.560) (0.235, 0.322) 




Having the parameters estimated, we now consider statistical analysis consisting of predic­
tions on unobserved locations and model comparison based on several criteria. 
4.5.1. Optimal Predictors 
Let s0 denote an unobserved cell location on which we want to make a prediction of the 
sediment composition. We assume that sq can be considered to be under the same model struc­
ture as the observed locations so that we can make predictions on the sediment composition 
at s0 using a model fitted with the data y(s) = {y(s,) : 1 < i < n}. Under the squared error 
loss function, the optimal predictors are developed for each of the proposed models. 
Multinomial Conditionals Model 
Under the squared error loss, 
y(so) = {2/i(so), • •, V h - i(so)} = {E[Yi(so)|y(s)], - -, E[Y/j_i(so)|y(s)]} (4.17) 
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is the optimal predictor for the observational process at SQ, which minimizes the mean squared 
error E{^.(s0) - yfc(so)}2 componentwise for k — 1, • • •, h — 1, and, therefore, minimizes the 
total prediction mean squared error: 
h  — 1  
pmse{y(s0)} = J2 E{Mso) - >Uso)}2- (4.18) 
k= l  
Predicted values (4.17) are obtained simply by taking the expected value of a multinomial 
distribution with canonical parameters given by (4.4) with y replaced with the estimates (p. 
Spatial Mixture Model 
For the mixture model, there are two stages in predictions: predictions for the observational 
process Y (SQ) and for the latent process P(s0). 
For the latent process, let p(so) be a predictor of p(so). With the squared error loss 
function, it can be shown that 
P(SO) = {PI(s0), • • • ,P/i-i(so)} = {E[Pi(so)|y(s)], • • •, E[Pft_j(so)|y(s)]} (4.19) 
minimizes the mean squared error E{p^(s0) - Pk{so)}2 componentwise for k  =  1 ,  •  •  • ,  A — 1 ,  
and, therefore, minimizes the total mean squared error: 
h  — 1  
pmse{p(s0)} = Y E{Pk{so) - Pfc(s0)}2. (4.20) 
k=  1  
Since analytical computation of (4.19) is hard, we consider approximating it by a simulation 
method. Note that for any k E {1, • • •, /i — 1}, 
Pfc(s0) = E[Pfc(s0)|y(s)] = E[E{Pfc(s0)|p(A7o),y(s)}|y(s)] 
= E[E{Pfc(s0)|p(Aro)}|y(s)]. (4.21) 
Given p(A'o), {E{Pfc(s0)|p(Aro)} ; k  = 1, • • - , h  -  1} is the expected value of a reverse-Dirichlet 
distribution with the natural parameters of the form (4.10). Expectation E{Pfc(s0)|p(Aro)} is a 
function of p(IVo) having a non-closed form, but it can be numerically evaluated if the number of 
categories, h, is small, such as h = 3 or 4. Also note that the outer expectation in (4.21) involves 
an integral with respect to the conditional density /(p(Aro)|y(s)). To approximate (4.21) by 
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a Monte-Carlo integration, we generate a sample from [P(7V0)|Y(s) = y(s)] by simulating 
P(s) from /(p(s)|y(s);0) oc /(y(s)|p(s)) exp{<3(p(s); 0)}, with y(s) fixed, using a rejection-
sampling algorithm such as Metropolis-Hastings method. This sample should contain a number 
of observations for P(Aro), each of which is used to compute a set of natural parameters in 
(4.10), from which a conditional expectation of {P^(so) : k = 1, • • •, h - 1}, given p(jV0), is 
computed by numerical integration. An MC estimate of {p&(so) : k = 1, • • •, h — 1} in (4.21) is 
obtained by taking a sample mean of these generated conditional expectations. 
Similarly as in the multinomial conditionals model, the optimal predictor for the observation 
process Y (so) in the mixture model is given by 
y(s0) = {yi(s0),- • -,y/i-i(so)} = {E[Yi(s0)|y(s)], E[Y),_i(so)|y(s)]} (4.22) 
where 
V k ( s o )  = E[Yfc(s0)|y(s)] = E[E{Y*(s0)|p(s0),y(s)}|y(s)] 
= E[E{yt(so)|p(so)}|y(s)]. (4.23) 
This predictor minimizes the total mean squared error function of the form (4.18). We evaluate 
the predictor (4.23) again by a simulation method. In this case, we simulate P(SQ) given each 
p[N0) generated from [P(jV0)|Y(s) = y(s)]. Then, {E[yfc(s0)|p(s0)] : k = 1 1} is 
computed by p(s0)m0 where m0 is a fixed total count at s0. An MC estimate of {%(so) : 
k = 1, • • •, h — 1} in (4.23) is obtained by taking a sample mean of these generated conditional 
expectations. 
4.5.2. Cross Validation 
As a way to assess the prediction ability of each model, a cross validation is conducted. 
We delete each observation y(s,) at one time from y(s) = {y(sj) : j — 1, • • -, n} and make a 
prediction on it as if it was unobserved. Instead of estimating the parameters each time an 
observation is deleted, we use the parameter estimates based on the full observations (as in 
Table 4.3) through the cross validation. 
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We measure the goodness of prediction by computing prediction errors for each model. 
Table 4.5 contains the following three types of prediction errors. 
(1) Tota l  pred ic t ion  error  : the sum of squared differences between the observed and predicted 
values, which are defined as 
I  — 1 k= 1 
(2) Pearson  res idua ls : standardized differences between the observed and predicted values, 
which are defined as 
Table 4.5 contains the sum of squared Pearson residuals: 
= Z2]Xk(s,'). 
î = l  k — 1  
(3) Number  o f  incorrec t l y  c lass i f i ed  s i t e s  : the number of sites whose dominant sediment types 
do not coincide to the categories with the highest prediction. 
n  h  ,  ,  
%(=') = max pf(s« ) and yk(si) ± max%(s,) \ , 
i= i  k=i  L  '  
where I  (A) is the indicator function which yields one if event A occurs and zero otherwise. 
This number may indicate how well a model can predict the dominant sediment type at 
an area. 
In Table 4.5, Model 2 yields the smallest error for each of the three criteria and hence it 
seems to have the best prediction ability among the three models. Figure 4.6 exhibits an image 
plot of the predicted values for the latent process (4.21). 
4.5.3. Evaluation of Fit 
As a method to diagnose the fit of each model, we check the spatial correlation of residuals. 
Table 4.6 contains the spatial correlations among neighboring sites for the original data (ob­
served proportions) and for Pearson residuals (4.24) after fitting each model. Before fitting the 
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Table 4.5 Prediction errors: (1) Total squared prediction error, (2) total 
squared Pearson residuals and (3) number of incorrectly classi­
fied sites. 




3278.4 1457.007 66/140 (47%) 
2419.5 1179.321 54/140 (39%) 
1875.3 824.099 34/140 (24%) 
Table 4.6 Spatial correlation of Pearson residuals for each model. 
Model Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
Observed 0.456 0.447 0.500 
Indep 0.425 0.453 0.457 
Model 1 -0.040 -0.267 0.355 
Model 2 -0.029 -0.045 0.141 
models, sediment compositions exhibit moderate correlations between neighboring cells, with 
spatial autocorrelations being 0.456, 0.447 and 0.500 for Categories 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
After fitting Model 1, the residuals show some drops in spatial correlations for Categories 
1 and 2 (-0.040 and -0.267), but a moderate correlation in Category 3 still remains (0.355). 
This is due to a limitation of Model 1. Note that the multinomial conditional model in the 
full parameterization has sufficient statistics of {Yi-(s,) : 1 < i < ra, 1 < k < h — 1} and 
{Yk(si)Y((sj) : 1 < i < j < n, 1 < k, £ < h - 1}, which do not contain any statistic involving 
the last category. Since quantities Model 1 can directly control are limited to the expectation 
of those sufficient statistics only, correlations involving the last category are not controlled 
under this model. 
Model 2 (the mixture model) appears to have successfully reduced the spacial correlation for 
all categories with correlations of Pearson residuals (-0.029, -0.045, 0.141). Figure 4.7 exhibits 
image plots of Pearson residuals for the three categories. In Figure 4.7, spatial patterns are not 
as obvious as in the original data (Figure 4.5). This confirms our conclusions from inspection 
of the prediction errors in Table 4.5. Overall, Model 2 provides a superior fit to the data. 
Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
Figure 4.6 Image plot of predicted values p(s0) in Model 2 for each sedi­
ment category. 
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Although responses on spatial locations are frequently measured as categorical data in many 
research areas including ecology, agronomy and epidemiology, few statistical models have been 
developed for such data in a satisfactory manner. As a main objective in this article, we 
developed conditionally specified models for spatially correlated categorical data of riverine 
sediment type. 
Two models based on conditional specifications were proposed for this problem. In Model 
1, conditional distributions are specified in the multinomial family. Although its parameter 
can be estimated in a simple manner based on a pseudo-likelihood, the fit of Model 1 was not 
good enough since Model 1 has a limitation to describe spatial correlation for all categories. 
Model 2 may be viewed as a multi-category extension of the beta conditional-binomial mixture 
model of Kaiser, Cressie and Lee (2002). Here, a multinomial observation process was mixed 
with a latent process specified with a reverse-Dirichlet conditionals model. The construction of 
this latent process requires the general construction procedure of exponential family conditional 
models, which was presented in Chapter 3. Although estimation in Model 2 requires much more 
efforts than in Model 1, the parameters were successfully estimated using a computationally 
intensive method of MCMLE. The negative estimate for the dependence parameter indicated 
that occurrence of a sediment type at a cell would increase as that of the surrounding areas 
increases. 
We derived the optimal predictor that minimizes the mean squared errors for each model. 
An inspection on the prediction errors revealed that Model 2 provides a better fit over Model 
1. As a way to see how the fitted models adequately capture the spatial dependence structure, 
we checked the spatial correlation of Pearson residuals, which also indicates that Model 2 
successfully dampened the spatial correlation. 
While the results indicate that spatial dependence may be sufficiently accounted for in 
modeling substrate characteristics, we could improve the fit by using other information as 
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covariates. Aquatic area data (categorical: 'backwater contiguous,' 'impounded area,' 'main 
channel border' and 'site channel') could be such information that is available in this problem. 
In Model 1, such information may be incorporated into functions A(-) in (4.4) in a straight­
forward manner. It is, however, not obvious in Model 2 how such covariates are embedded 
into the model. In addition, the parameter estimation by MCMLE could become extremely 
difficult as the number of parameters increases. 
Another possibility of model improvement may be in use of temporal information. Although 
we used all the data sampled for eleven years ignoring sampling date information, perhaps there 
might be some effects of aging on the use of historical observations. The model may possibly 
be extended by accounting for some temporal dependencies. 
The models we developed for spatial prediction of sediment characteristics are planned to 
be used as covariate information in a subsequent model for environmental responses of interest. 
One of such responses associated with the sampled locations of this problem is the abundance 
of mayflies. A general model framework may be formulated based on a generalized linear 
model, such as a Poisson regression model, where spatial predictions of sediment types are 
incorporated as covariates. 
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CHAPTER 5 PARAMETERIZATION S IN EXPONENTIAL FAMILY 
CONDITIONAL MODELS 
5.1. Introduction 
The modeling of dependent data through specification of conditional distributions has been 
gaining increased attention from statisticians in recent years. Of both theoretical and practical 
importance among conditionally specified models is the class of models whose full conditionals 
are specified as belonging to exponential families. Such models were formulated in Chapter 
3 as the class of exponential family conditional (EFC) models, and an explicit procedure to 
construct a model in this class was developed. Many applications of EFC models have been 
found in Gaussian Markov random field (MRF) models. Some other families, such as Binary 
conditionals (autologistic) models for binary data, Poisson conditional models for count data, 
and Beta conditional models for proportional data, have also been considered in the literatures 
(e.g., Besag, 1974; Strauss, 1992; Kaiser and Cressie, 1997, 2000; Kaiser, Lee and Cressie, 
2002). While such non-Gaussian MRF models present as an alternative approach to deal 
with complex dependence structures for many types of data, application of these models has 
been fairly limited. This may be in part because, aside from Gaussian models, adequate 
methodologies have not been developed for the general class of multivariate EFC distributions. 
There are several open issues that need to be resolved in order for non-Gaussian EFC mod­
els to bo as useful as Gaussian models. A m o n g  such problems is how one can standardize the 
effects of neighboring observations on the natural parameters of a conditional density function. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the dependence structure between variables in an EFC model is 
incorporated into the model through the natural parameters, each of which turns out to be a 
linear combination of products of sufficient statistics from the neighboring conditional distri-
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butions. Then, the joint density of an EFC model has an exponential family representation, 
and the coefficients for the product terms in the natural parameters are canonical parameters 
of the joint density. 
While the canonical parameterization of an exponential family offers some mathematical 
simplicities and a number of established results that are common among all exponential fam­
ilies, it is not always useful and meaningful to work with for modeling and data analysis. In 
the case of EFC models, this is particularly true in many irregular situations, such as on an 
irregular lattice with neighborhoods that contain variable numbers of locations. An example 
will illustrate how unsuitable the canonical parameterization could be in an EFC model. 
Consider a set of random variables Y = {Yi, • • •, Yn}, and assume that the conditional 
distribution of each variable Y;, i 6 {!,•••, n}, given the observations of the other variables, 
y_, = {i/j : j ^ «}> is specified as an exponential family having a density of the form: 
f i {y i \ y - i \ Q )  = exp  23 A»>(y-v o)Ti,k(yi) -  Bi (y-n  #)  +  QW 
• k = 1  
(5.1) 
In (5.1), {T,,&(y,) : k  = 1 ,•••,<?;} are minimal sufficient statistics, {Ai_fc(-); k  = çj are 
natural (canonical) parameters, which are functions of yBj(-) is a function of y_,-, and 
Ci(-) is a function of yi only. As shown in Chapter 3, each natural parameter function A, t(-) 
in (5.1) must be a linear combination of products of sufficient statistics from the neighboring 
conditionals. If pairwise-only dependence is assumed, A,^(-) must be of the form, 
A i , k ( y - t ; 0 )  =  a l t k +  53 V i j - . k / T j j i y j ) ,  (5.2) 
where N {  is the neighborhood index set of Y )  (i.e., if j  € N i  then Y j  is a neighbor of Y;) 
and 6 = ??, : 1 < i, j < n, 1 < k < (ji, 1 < i < Çj} is a parameter set on some 
appropriately chosen parameter space 0 under restrictions 
=  Vi , i :k ,£  = 0, for 1 < i, j  <.  n, 1 < k  < Çj, 1 < £  < Qj .  (5.3) 
The resulting joint density function is identified, up to an unknown normalizing constant as 
n  (? ,  g i  q ,  
/(y; 6) oc exp 53 53 ai-kTi,k{yi) + 53 53 5353^Avi) TjAyj) + 53 
i = l  f e = l  l < i < j < n  k = l  £ = 1  i =  1  
(5.4) 
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Note that (5.4) has an exponential family representation with 0  being its canonical parameter. 
While (5.2) is a necessary form under pairwise-only dependence for a set of conditionals to 
lead to a joint distribution, working with that parameterization can be unexpectedly inconve­
nient. To see a problem associated with (5.2), consider a simple subclass of EFC models, the 
class of one-parameter EFC models or exponential family auto models (Besag, 1974), under 
the pairwise-only dependence assumption. Note that for a model in this class A,-,&(-) in (5.2) 
is reduced to 
A i { y - ï , 0 )  =  < X i +  Y ï ,  V h j y j :  i  =  l , - " , n -  ( 5 . 5 )  
JEN, 
Since Equation (5.5) generally contains many parameters, which renders the joint density 
unusable for analysis unless n is trivially small, some restrictions are typically imposed so that 
the resulting model is as parsimonious as possible, but still meaningful to capture dependence 
among random variables. Such restrictions may include, for example, a; = A and RFCJ = TJ for 
all possible i and j. This severe restriction results in the simple case of (5.5), 
A,-(y-i;0) = a  + r j  to. i  =  1,11 ', n- (5.6) 
If each variable takes only non-negative values (such as in a binomial conditionals model) and 
77 > 0, then the contributions from the neighbors to Aj ( - )  are cumulative and, consequently, 
having more neighbors tends to yield a larger value of A,, which in auto models is typically a 
monotone function of the conditional expectation of Y{. This could be an inconvenient property 
if more observations might have been sampled in the same finite domain that covers the lattice 
since the conditional mean would depend on those potential observations under the model 
assumption. Also, interpretation of the parameters a and 77 in (5.6) is difficult in this case. 
The situation illustrated by (5.6) is somewhat extreme but clearly indicates how a model 
formulated through (5.5) could be problematic and would certainly be questionable for use in 
predictions at unobserved locations. The main objective of this article is to consider parame-
terizations other than (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) that might be more useful and meaningful in such 
irregular-lattice situations, or other cases in which the number of neighbors is variable, either 
within one model or between competing models (e.g., four versus eight nearest neighbors). In 
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the following sections, we will seek for a new parameterization to achieve this goal by stan­
dardizing the effects from the neighborhood, and its validity and usefulness will be shown by 
simulation. We also fit several EFC models with different parameterizations to a real data set 
to see how the proposed parameterization affects the fit and prediction ability of the model. 
5.2. Types of Parameterizations 
In general, an exponential family may be parameterized in a number of different ways, and 
some parameterizations may be more convenient for estimation, inference and analysis than 
the canonical parameterization. Here, we will consider three alternative parameterizations for 
EFC models: mean value parameters, mixed parameters, and a new parameterization that is 
expected to be more flexible on irregular lattices. For the present, we continue to restrict our 
attention to the class of one-parameter EFC models having Y as the sufficient statistic under 
an assumption of pairwise-only dependence. 
5.2.1. Mean Value Parameterization 
The mean va lue  parameter  se t  of an exponential family can be defined as the expectation of 
the minimal sufficient statistics (e.g., Lindsay, 1996). Let fi be the mean value parameter of an 
EFC model. Assuming no restrictions on the canonical parameter space under pairwise-only 
dependence, we have 
A* — '  ' 1  ?  f ^n i  ,2?  *  *  '  i  / ^n—i ,n}  — {E l i ,  * *  * ,  Ey n ,  EYjYz ,  '  '  ' ,  EY^—i  Y n }  ,  f i  G  ,  
where M is the mean value parameter space that coincides to the convex hull of the support 
of the sufficient statistics since the EFC model is full. The mean values are obtained as a 
f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  c a n o n i c a l  p a r a m e t e r  0 ,  
M  =  y ç g M O T 5 T ( e ) _  e e e  
where M  is the normalizing constant for the joint density of the form (5.4). The function r(-) 
from 0 to M is called the mean value mapping, and each element of n is a strictly increasing 
one-to-one function of the corresponding element of 6 (see Chapter 2.2). 
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5.2.2. Mixed Parameterization 
A mixed  parameter  se t  of an exponential family is a combined set of canonical and mean 
value parameters. Let A be a mixed parameter set of a one-parameter EFC model consisting 
of the set of the marginal means fj,l = {/ii, • • •, nn) and the set of the dependence parameters, 
02 = {i]i,j : 1 < i < j < n}, that is, 
A = {/^i, $2} — i '  '  '  i  Mni ??l,2i ' ' ' i V n — l,n} i A G A, 
for some appropriate parameter space A to be described later. Note that A has an one-to-one, 
strictly increasing elementwise relationship with 6 (and /i). Then, we may write the natural 
parameter function (5.5) in terms of A as, 
AJ(Y—i ]  9 )  — AJ(Y_,'; A) = Q,';(A) + ^ ^  Vi , jUj> (5-7) 
where a-, (-) is a function of A. 
Conditionally specified Gaussian MRF models (e.g., Brook 1964, Cressie 1993) have a 
convenient form of a%(A), which is 
= (a'i Wi • • • i a'n w)r = y  1 ( i  — G) f i ,  (5.8) 
where G is an n  X n  matrix with the ( i , j ) - t h  e l e m e n t  b e i n g  a n d  V is an n  x  n  diagonal 
matrix with elements {aj, • • •, u^}, the conditional variances of Yi,• • •, Yn. Equation (5.8) is 
equivalently written as 
ai{^) — 2 1 ~ y ' 1 1 Î = 1, • • • , 71, (5.9) 
{ jeNt J 
which results in a convenient form of A, (-), 
AI(Y-TI A) = J \ A'I y  1 ~  L l j )  / I i  —  I. ' ' ' I ?LI (5.10) 
I J 
subject to the condition, r/ija? = r ]j^cr f  for all i , j  G {1, •  •  • ,  n } .  
While any particular model can be equivalently indexed by canonical, mean value, or 
mixed parameterizations, use of the mixed parameters often results in some nice properties for 
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parametric inference. Let M\ and 02 denote the parameter spaces for /ij and 0 2 ,  respectively. 
Then, from results for regular exponential families (e.g., see Lindsay 1996, p.29, p.121), the 
mixed parameters of an EFC model have the following properties. 
1. (/ilT 02) are variation independent (i.e., the parameter space A is the Cartesian product 
M i  x  © 2 ) .  
2. The mle of the mean component does not depend on 62 so that the marginal means 
/il, • • -,/xn can be estimated independently of the dependence parameters. 
3. The mixed parameterization provides a clear separation in the roles of the parameters: 
that are marginal expectations of variables and that control dependence between 
variables. On the other hand, the interpretation of the canonical parameters is not always 
straightforward (e.g., a canonical parameter in a bivariate Gaussian conditionals model 
obtained from (5.9) is ai = (/xi — ?7^2)/<Tj, and interpretation of it is not as clear as that 
of /ii). 
While the Gaussian MRF family enjoys these properties, it is, unfortunately, not possible to 
write (5.7) in an analytical form for most non-Gaussian EFC families. A somewhat weaker 
version of (5.10), however, is possible, and we will study it in the following sections. 
5.2.3. A New Parameterization 
Write the canonical parameter a,- in (5.5) as 
where k  =  ( « l t  -  •  • ,  K n )  is a parameter set on M\ and rt(-) is the mean value mapping of the 
exponential family conditional distribution for Ywhich is given as 
where £;(•) is the cumulant generating function of the conditional density (5.1). Note that 
t,(-) is invertible since it is one-to-one strictly increasing, and r1~1(-) is usually available in an 
(5.11) 
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analytical form for many standard exponential families. For example, t;-1(k,) = log{«t-/(l -
K,)} for autologistic models, and r,-1(Kj) = log k, for auto-Poisson models. This formulation 
leads to a new form of A,- function, 
A,-(y  _ , • ;¥>)  =  T~ l {K t )  + Y,  mAyj  ~  Kj) ,  (5.12) 
where ip = {k, #2} E $ = A. For example, in an autologistic model, 
Ai(y - t -cp)  =  l o g —  h  % j ( t o  -  k j) '  Vi  e {°' 1), K i  G (0,1), i=  1, • • - , n, (5.13) 
^ jew; 
and in an auto-Poisson model, 
A,-(y_; ;  (p )  = log k ,  +  53  %j(% -  Kj) ,  y i  E  {0 ,1 ,  • •  •} ,  k , -  G (0 ,  00) ,  i  =  1,  •  •  • ,  n .  (5 .14)  
J E N ,  
We call this parameterization the quas i -mixed  parameter i za t ion .  The mixed parameterization 
(5.10) of the Gaussian MRF family is a special case in which k; = /x,- for i = 1, • • •, n. Apart 
from the Gaussian case, Kt is not generally equal to m unless Vj is independent of the other 
variables (i.e., rjij = 0 for all j E Ni). Motivations of the quasi-mixed parameterization include 
the following. 
1. The conditional expectation for Y{  given {y j  :  j  ^  i }  will be k; if no neighbor is present 
o r  i f  a l l  ne ighbor ing  va lues  a re  equa l  to  the i r  base l ine  va lues  ( i . e . ,  y j  = Kj ,  j  €  N i ) .  
2. Although Ki may not be equivalent to the marginal expectation of Yi, it tends to stay 
in a neighborhood of /te-(= E>,) in many practically interesting situations (as shown in 
examples later). If k, is close to the marginal mean, it will be far more interpretable 
than the corresponding canonical parameters. 
3. It may be expected that variable numbers of neighbors in {Ni  :  i  = 1, • • - , n} have less 
impact on each natural parameter Aj since contributions to A,- from the neighboring 
observations are centered near their marginal expectations. 
The quasi-mixed parameterization is useful if we desire a parsimonious model, such as (5.6), 
on a lattice that is not regular. Irregularity in a lattice structure may occur in various ways, 
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such as, if observations are sampled on a non-regular lattice so that locations of variables 
may contain largely different numbers of neighbors. This is the case, for example, for Sudden 
Infant Death Syndrome cases in the 100 counties in North Carolina (Cressie 1993, Chapter 
6). Irregular lattices may also arise if there exist many locations that have no observation but 
the random variables of interest could exist at these unobserved locations. This is the case, 
for example, in the aquatic response data collected in the Upper Mississippi River Systems, 
which will be discussed in Section 5.4. The centering idea in this section may also be helpful 
in some regular situations, such as when a regular lattice (e.g., a rectangular lattice) is not 
large enough or has many missing values present so that a considerable number of variables 
have less neighbors than others. It should also be noted that the proposed parameterization is 
particularly useful if predictions are planned for unobserved locations which may have variable 
numbers of observations in their neighborhoods. 
Compare two models parameterized by the following A; functions: 
A, (y-n 0) = a- + 7? 53 to' OeQ, (5.15) 
JEN; 
and 
Ai(y_t-;v?) = r"1^-) + r) 53 {Vj ~ «), G 0, (5.16) 
for appropriately chosen parameter spaces 0 and $. These two models are equally parsimonious 
in terms of the number of free parameters (that is two) and will be equivalent when the 
number of neighbors of each variable location is the same. Note that the leading constant 
corresponding to a, in the highly over-parameterized version (5.5) could vary according to the 
number of neighbors in (5.16), while it is fixed at a in (5.15). This feature could give the 
new parameterization (5.16) some flexibility in irregular situations and enhance its ability to 
predict on unobserved locations that can contain different numbers of neighbors. 
The mapping from k,- to a, (5.11), with the other parameters fixed, is one-to-one and 
strictly increasing since so is r"1^). Hence, an increase of m corresponds to an increase in the 
marginal mean m with other parameters fixed. It would be ideal if each k,- has a one-to-one, 
increasing correspondence with ct; regardless of changes in other parameter values. This does 
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not hold if the dependence parameters are large enough that an increase in Kt is surpassed by a 
negative contribution from the neighbors to a,. Hence, the dependence parameters should be 
bounded such that doti/ÔKi > 0 for any k 6 M\, for i = 1, • • - , n. We will see a consequence 
of violating this condition in a simulation example shortly. 
The quasi-mixed parameterization may not be necessary when the lattice is completely 
regular with a regular neighborhood system, and no further observation may occur between 
observations. In this case, the fitted model should be planned to be used for predictions only 
in a similar setting as the observed lattice. A large square lattice model with the four nearest 
neighborhood system is representative of this type, assuming the overall lattice size is sufficient 
for edge effects to be assumed negligible. 
5.2.4. Incorporating Covariates 
If is close to the marginal mean of we might hope to link the value of k; to some 
known covariates x, = (1, - - -, ztiP)T; i = 1, • • •, n. To accomplish this, we may define k, 
as 
Ki = /i(xf/3), 
where h is some one-to-one monotone function from R to the mean value space for EY, and 
/3 = (A)< ' ' •, ,dp)T is a vector of unknown parameters. Some possible models include a simple 
linear regression type 
K i  = x f / . 3 ,  
and a canonical regression type 
T
t~
1iKi) = xJP, or Ki =  Ti( x J (3). 
5.2.5. Standardizing Dependence Parameters 
In addition to the centering, it may be useful to scale effects from the neighbors on the 
natural parameters {A,-(-)} when the sizes of neighborhoods are variable. In particular, when 
there could exist arbitrary many observations between observed responses, a direct use of a 
parsimonious model such as the one parameterized by (5.16) may not be appropriate since the 
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dependence parameter would be largely dependent on the neighborhood size. In such cases, 
the dependence parameter rj should be adjusted so that it is smaller if neighborhood sizes are 
fairly large while it is larger if neighborhood sizes are small. An intuitive solution for this 
problem may be scaling the dependence parameters by neighborhood sizes. 
Consider a model with the quasi-mixed parameterization (5.12). A possible way to scaling 
may be letting 77; j in (5.12) be defined as 
_ V 
Vi,j — 
y/ m m '  
where |A| is the number of elements in a set A. This change results in a new form of A, 
function 
At-(y_f; t p )  = T~1 (k,-) + /, VL (% - (5.17) 
jEN, y/\Ni\\Nj\ 
In (5.17), parameter 77 is divided by to adjust the centered contributions to A,-
from the neighborhood according to the neighborhood sizes. This may not be intuitively as 
appealing as dividing i) by | A7,-1, which would average out the centered contributions from the 
neighbors in Ni. This is, however, not allowed due to the symmetry restriction in (5.3), or 
77ij = rjJti in this case. Apart from mathematical convenience, a motivation for this scaling is 
perhaps that the second term in (5.17) may be viewed as an average of weighted contributions 
from the neighbors. To see this, write (5.17) as 
A,(y_;;<p) = T-i(%i) + 77iiL 52 w,j(% - Kj), (5.18) 
' '' j(=N, 
where 
Wt j J \Mt if |Ay > -
I 0 otherwise. 
Then, may be considered as a weight for the contribution from yj, j € Ni, to A,-. If 
I Ni I — \Nj\ for all j in Ni, then {w, j : j G M} are all one and the second term in (5.18) is 
VHjeN.iyj ~ Kj)/lM'l, which is the usual average of the centered contributions multiplied by 
the dependence parameter. The parameter will be closer to one as \Ni\ and |1 increase 
together in the same order, which is the case, for example, when more observations from point 
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locations are sampled uniformly over the region of interest. Also note that the weight 
is smaller than one when \Nj\ > in which case indirect contributions from Yj to A,- via 
other variables should not be small. Hence, it seems reasonable to adjust the scale of the 
contributions according to the number of neighbors as given in (5.17). In Section 5.4, we will 
consider an application of this scaling to a MRF model on an irregular lattice. 
5.3. Simulation Studies 
In this section, we will study by simulation how the quasi-mixed parameters relate to 
the actual marginal expectations and covariances in MRF models. Binary, Binomial and 
Winsorized Poisson MRF models will be mainly considered here since these models are of 
particular interest in many problems and the new parameterization seems particularly useful 
for them. We will start with bivariate models and then consider multivariate models on both 
regular and irregular lattices. 
5.3.1. Model Formulation 
We formulate the models to be considered in this section. Suppose we have a set of variables 
{l'i, • • •, Yn} and a neighborhood index set Ni is specified for each variable Y,. 
Binomial (Binary) Conditionals Models 
In a binomial conditionals model with fixed binomial sizes mi, • • •, mn, the conditional 
distributions are specified as 
I X I O " }  =  V j  •  J  € N i } ]  ~ Binomial(m,,p,), Y z  G {0,1, • • •, mj, i  = 1, • • •, n ,  
where pi is the conditional probability of success such that 
Pi  (5.19) 
and 
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for K t  G (0,1), Tjij € R for all i, j G {1, • • •, n}. If mi = • • • = m„ = 1 then the model is known 
as an autologistic model. The form of the joint pmf is given as 
/(y; W oc exp (m t  -  yi)\y t  ï)}+Ç.,Ç„ 
yi e {0, • • mi}, i = n. 
Winsorized Poisson Conditionals Models 
In a Winsorized Poisson conditionals model (Kaiser and Cressie, 1997), the conditional 
distributions are specified as 
[Yi\{Yj = yj : j G M}] ~ Winsorized Poisson (A,), Yi G {0,1, • • •, Ri}, i = 1, • • •, n, 
for a sufficiently large integer Ri and the conditional mean A, such that 
and 
My-i\<P) = log(Ai) = a,(y) + 53 Mj, 
ai(<p) = log k, - 53 
JEN, 
(5.20) 
for Ki G (0, Ri), rjij G R for all i, j G {1, • • - , n}. The form of the joint pmf is given as 
/(y; W oc exp 53 {Mv)yi - log(y,!)} + 53 53 Vijyiyj 
i=l l<i<j<n 
G {0,  • •  • ,  Ri}, i = 1, • •  -  ,  n. 
5.3.2. Bivariate Models 
Here, bivariate EFC models that are conditionally specified with Binary, Binomial and Win­
sorized Poisson distributions are considered. Fixing the parameters <p = («i, K2, r/) at certain 
values, the marginal means (EY^EV^) and the correlation between the variables, Cor(Y1, Y2), 
can be exactly evaluated as analytical functions of y. 
In Figure 5.1, quantities Eli, EF2 and Cor(Yi,Y2) are computed and plotted against t? 
with (ki, K2) fixed at various values for the binary conditional model (mi = m2 = 1) using (a) 
the quasi-mixed parameterization and (b) the canonical parameterization with 6 = (ai,a2, rj). 
Figure 5.2 contains similar plots for (a) the Binomial conditionals model (mi — m2 — 20) 
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and (b) the Winsorized Poisson conditionals model, both of which are parameterized by <p. 
Findings from these plots may be summarized as follows. 
1. Overall, the marginal means do not change much from Ki and n2 as 77 increases in the 
models parameterized by y (Figures 5.1 (a) and 5.2), while the marginal means rapidly 
increases as i] increases in the canonical models (Figure 5.1 (b)). 
2. In some instances, marginal means start deviating slightly from the parameter values 
k i  a n d  K 2  f o r  l a r g e r  7 7  v a l u e s ,  s u c h  a s  i n  t h e  B i n a r y  c o n d i t i o n a l s  m o d e l  w i t h  ( k i  ,  K 2 )  =  
(0.7, 0.7) in Figure 5.1 (a). There seems to be an upper limit of 77 for each model beyond 
which the parameters k significantly deviate from the marginal means. 
3. Correlation increases as 77 increases for any model, and it increases more rapidly in some 
models than others. 
4. Despite some discrepancies that may appear between K and the marginal means when 
strong dependence is present, the proposed models can still be useful since usually pair-
wise correlations higher than about 0.4 are apparently seldom exhibited in spatial data. 
5.3.3. Regular Lattice Models 
Now consider EFC models on a regular square lattice of 20 X 20 cells with a four-nearest 
neighborhood system. Assume k; = k and 77^ = 77 for all i,j € {1, • • - , n) so that the natural 
parameter functions are written as 
where y> = {k, 77}, A7,- = {j : xjj is an adjacent variable above, below, right of or left of y,-} 
and r(-) is the mean value mapping of the exponential family for the conditionals. Under the 
formulation (5.21), the marginal means EYi, • • - , Elzn are the same and the covariances between 
variables depend only on the distance except for those around the marginal locations. Fixing 
the parameters K and 77 at various values in the parameter space, data sets were simulated by a 
Gibbs sampling algorithm for each model. Figure 5.3 exhibits representative data simulated for 
(5.21) 
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(a) Bivariate Binary conditional model with quasi-mixed parameters 
Kapl-  0.5 ,  Kap2- O.I  Kapl  -  O.S ,  Kap2- 0 .3  Kapl-  O.S ,  Kap2- O S Kapl-  0 .5  .  Kep2- 0.7 
Kap1- 0 .7  ,  Kap2- 0.1 Kapl  -  0.7 .  Kap2- 0 .3  Kapl-  0 .7  .  Kap2- O.S Kapl-  0 .7  ,  Kap2- 0 .7  
(b) Bivariate Binary conditional model with canonical parameters 
Alphal  -  O , Alpha2- -2 .2  Alphal-  O .  Alpha2- -0 .85 Alphal  -  O , Alpha2-O Alphal  »  O , Alpha2- 0 .85 
Alphal  — 0 .65 .  Alpha2- -2.2 Alphal— O.S5 , Alpha2— -0.85 Alphal-  0 .85 .  Alpha2- O Alphal— O 85 ,  Alpha2— 0.85 
Figure 5.1 Plots of EY^EY^ and Cor(Yi, Y2) against rj for bivariate Binary 
conditional models parameterized by (a) the quasi-mixed pa­
rameters (ki, k2, 77) and (b) the canonical parameters ,^«2, V)-
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(a) Bivariate Binomial (m = 20) conditional model with quasi-mixed parameters 
Kapl-  O.S .  Kap2- O.I  Kapl  — O S ,  Kap2— 0.3 Kapl  — O.S .  Kap2— 0.5 Kapl  — O.S ,  Kap2— 0.7 
Kapl-  0 .7  ,  Kap2- 0.1 Kapl  -  0.7 ,  Kap2- 0.3 Kapl  -  0.7 .  Kap2— 0.5 Kapl  -  0.7 .  Kap2- 0 .7  
(b) Bivariate Winsorized Poisson conditional model with quasi-mixed parameters 
Kapl-  5  .  Kap2- 1 Kapl-5 ,  Kap2-3 Kapl— S ,  Kap2— 5 Kapl-5 .  Kap2-7 
Kapl-7 , Kap2- 1 Kapl-7 , Kap2—3 Kapl— 7 , Kap2—5 Kapl— 7 .  Kap2—7 
Figure 5.2 Plots of EYi,EY2 and Cor(yj,y2) against 77 for (a) bivariate 
Binomial conditional models (to = 20) and (b) bivariate Win­
sorized Poisson conditional models, which are parameterized by 
the quasi-mixed parameters (ki, k2, V)- The scale of the corre­
lation in graphs of (b) is adjusted so that the upper limit of the 
vertical axis corresponds to correlation 1.0. 
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(i) Binary, (ii) Binomial (to j  — - - - — mn = m = 20), and (iii) Winsorized Poisson conditionals 
models. For each data set, the sample average of the data is computed by J2iVi/n and spatial 
correlation is computed by an auto-correlation between adjacent cells. To compute the latter, 
make pairs of neighboring observations {(%, %) : d = 1, • • •, D} = {(yi,yj) : 1 < i < n,j 6 
Ni,i < j} where D is the number of neighboring pairs. The lag-one spatial auto-correlation 
may be computed by 
{  51 UdVi - (è I "*)  ( B |  "') } ^  ,5'22) 
where s\ and si are sample variances of {u^ : d = 1, • • •, D} and {% : d = 1,•• •, D), respec­
tively. The simulated data in Figure 5.3 shows that dependence between neighbors increases 
as 77 increases, while the sample average of data stays around the specified value of k. 
Figure 5.4 plots (a) the marginal mean and (b) the correlation among neighbors against 
77 with K fixed for each of the three lattice MRF models. The quantities are estimated by 
Monte Carlo approximation based on 1,000 simulated data sets for each model. The graphs in 
Figure 5.4 reveal the relationship between k and the true marginal mean: the marginal mean 
is sufficiently close to k for small dependence but starts deviating gradually as 77 increases, 
somewhat similar conclusions as in the bivariate case. 
It should be noted that for a large value of 77, the marginal means are unexpectedly rising 
or dropping with significant departures from values of K. This occurs presumably because the 
mapping from k to a is not one-to-one for large values of 77. Figure 5.5 plots the mapping 
from K to q assuming the number of neighbors is four. For example, in the binary case (Figure 
5.5 (a)), g-(k) = log{K/(l - k)} - 477k. When 77 < 1.0, the mapping is one-to-one and strictly 
increasing. When 77 > 1.0, however, it is not one-to-one, and a higher k value may correspond 
to a lower a value, which seemingly caused the erratic behavior in Figure 5.4. This may be 
checked by solving da/On > 0 for any K e (0,1), which yields the condition 77 < 1. 
In the plots for Winsorized Poisson models in Figure 5.4 (iii), marginal expectations increase 
quickly after some thresholds for k = 10 and 12. This behavior is related to the upper bound R 
of the Winsorized Poisson conditionals. While R should be as large as possible for conditionals 
to have a Poisson-like behavior, the dependence parameter should be small enough when R is 
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(i) Binary conditionals model 
(a) kap= 0.5 eta= 0.5 (b) kap= 0.5 eta= 1 (c) kap= 0.5 eta= 1.5 
5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 
(ii) Binomial (m = 20) conditionals model 
(a) kap= 0.5 eta= 0.01 (b) kap= 0.5 eta= 0.04 (c) kap= 0.5 eta= 0.05 
5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 
(iii) Winsorized Poisson conditionals model 
(a) kap= 10 eta= 0.005 (b) kap= 10 eta= 0.015 (c) kap= 10 eta= 0.02 
5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 
Figure 5.3 Simulated data from EFC models on a lattice (20 X 20) with 
the four nearest neighborhood system. Sample averages of data 
are (from (a) to (c)): (i) (0.46, 0.47, 0.48), (ii) (9.90, 
9.91, 10.17), (iii) (9.88, 9.73, 11.59). Spatial correlations com-
puted by (5.22) are: (i) (0.10, 0.24, 0.45), (ii) (0.06, 0.30, 0.44), 
and (iii) (0.06, 0.17, 0.53). 
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(i) Binary conditionals model 
(a) (b) 
- X - X - X - X - .  
A — A 
o — o 
. A-




1 . 0  1.5 
eta 
y o kap=.1 A kap=.3 
-+- kap=.5 
x kap=.8 J 
0.0 
(ii) Binomial (m = 20) conditionals model 
(a) (b) 






0.02 0.04 0.00 0.06 
(iii) Winsorized Poisson conditionals model 
(a) 







0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 
eta 
Figure 5.4 MC estimates of (a) J2 El^/n and (b) spatial auto-correlation 
among neighbors computed from simulated data for various val­
ues of (k, 77) in (i) Binary, (ii) Binomial (m = 20) and (iii) Win­
sorized Poisson conditionals models on a 20x20 lattice with the 
four-nearest neighborhood. 
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large since the marginal mean gets quickly bigger as 77 regardless of the value of K. 



























kappa kappa kappa 
Figure 5.5 Plots of mapping from K to a for different 77 values with the 
number of neighbors fixed at four. 
5.3.4. Irregular Lattice Models 
Consider a set of variables {Y l , • • •, Y8} on an irregular lattice where neighborhoods contain 
various numbers of neighbors as shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 An irregular lattice and neighbors. 
Yi >'2 
> 3  > 4  > 5  
Y6 > 7  
Ys 
variable neighbors variable neighbors 
> 1  2 , 4  y5 2 , 4  
> 2  1, 5 > 6  3 ,  7 , 8  
>'3 4 , 6  y- 4, 6 
y4 1, 3, 5, 7 > 8  6 
Natural parameter functions are assumed as defined in (5.19) and (5.20) with ?/,j = 77. 
Note that we now allow the Ki to vary among locations. Table 5.2 contains MC estimates 
of the marginal expectations, {EYi, • • •, EYS}, for fixed K = («4, • • •, k8) and 77 in two Binary 
conditionals models and a Winsorized Poisson conditionals model. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 contain 
MC estimates of the correlation matrix for a Binary conditionals model and the Winsorized 
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Poisson conditionals model, respectively. These values are obtained by Monte-Carlo approx­
imation based on 10,000 simulated data sets. Although the lattice is irregular, the marginal 
expectations stay close to values of {ki, • • •, k8} as r? increases. Also note that the correlations 
between neighboring variables tend to increase as 77 does. 
Table 5.2 MC Estimates of the marginal expectations for the irregular lat-
tice models. 
Y\ y2 >3 >4 y5 y6 » Ys 
Binary K 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
V = 0.0 0.503 0.504 0.505 0.499 0.490 0.498 0.496 0.497 
V = 0.5 0.495 0.492 0.496 0.507 0.495 0.504 0.498 0.497 
= 1.0 0.501 0.502 0.498 0.502 0.503 0.498 0.501 0.499 
V 
= 1.5 0.493 0.493 0.496 0.490 0.498 0.499 0.488 0.503 
Binary K 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 
V 
= 0.0 0.096 0.199 0.303 0.404 0.502 0.598 0.702 0.802 
V 
= 0.5 0.107 0.206 0.301 0.409 0.498 0.593 0.689 0.797 
V 
= 1.0 0.116 0.214 0.319 0.417 0.509 0.580 0.676 0.793 
= 1.5 0.164 0.253 0.362 0.454 0.526 0.580 0.665 0.767 
Poisson K 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
V = 0.0 10.00 9.96 10.09 10.04 9.91 9.84 10.08 10.07 
1] : = 0.01 9.92 9.95 10.02 10.00 9.94 10.11 9.97 10.01 
7] : = 0.02 10.03 9.82 10.22 10.13 10.07 10.06 10.02 10.04 
V = = 0.025 10.13 10.34 10.48 10.50 10.28 10.19 10.16 10.18 
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Table 5.3 MC estimates of the correlation matrix in Binary conditionals 
model with k = (0.5, - - -, 0.5). Correlations for neighboring pairs 
are highlighted. 












-0.002 -0.011 -0.004 -0.008 0.003 0.017 
1  -0.011 -0.001 0 . 0 0 0  -0.011 0.012 0.005 
1 -0.007 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 0.013 
1 -0.024 0.002 0.019 0.013 
1 0.001 -0.009 -0.001 
1 0.002 -0.009 
1 0.000 
77 = 0.5 1 0.140 0.018 0.127 0.024 -0.002 0.011 0.004 
1 0.020 0.028 0.140 0.004 0.027 0.009 
1 0.125 0.029 0.147 0.041 0.030 










7 ?  = 1.0 1 0.254 0.089 0.261 0.107 0.030 0.067 -0.002 
1 0.030 0.118 0.245 0.019 0.028 0.002 
1 0.276 0.076 0.264 0.131 0.056 










77=1.5 1 0.405 0.157 0.391 0.249 0.101 0.144 0.048 
1 0.115 0.247 0.396 0.077 0.101 0.036 
1 0.407 0.169 0.400 0.259 0.141 











Table 5.4 MC estimates of the correlation matrix in Poisson conditionals 
model with K = (10, - - -, 10). Correlations for neighboring pairs 
Yi % > 3  > 4  > 5  Ye > 7  r8 
rj = 0.0 1 0.017 0.015 -0.007 -0.004 -0.025 0.052 0.064 
1 -0.046 0.013 0.028 -0.019 0.031 -0.026 
1 0.077 -0.032 -0.011 0.007 0.04 










7 / = 0.01 1 0.107 -0.035 0.123 0.01 0.069 0.087 -0.03 
1 0.003 -0.003 0.141 0.009 0.013 0.015 
1 0.096 0.027 0.094 -0.029 0.024 
1 0.104 -0.024 0.106 -0.042 









7/ = 0.02 1 0.232 0.04 0.252 0.088 0.043 0 0.017 
1 0.052 0.084 0.23 0.115 0.028 0.037 
1 0.186 0.032 0.275 0.119 0.039 










?? = 0.025 1 0.307 0.11 0.308 0.19 0.073 0.098 0.002 
1 0.063 0.164 0.290 0.038 0.045 0.062 
1 0.305 0.056 0.299 0.179 0.051 











5.4. Application: Prediction of Sediment Types 
5.4.1. Data 
Sediment types as well as some aquatic responses have been recorded at various point 
locations in Pool 13 of Upper Mississippi River Systems by the U.S. Geographical Survey. 
It is believed by ecologists that sediment substrate types are correlated with many ecological 
responses, including mayfly population density which is an important indicator of water quality 
and overall productivity of a riverine ecosystem. In the original data, the sediment type at each 
location was categorized in one of the six categories: 'silt clay,' 'silt clay with sand,' 'sand with 
silt clay,' 'hard clay,' 'sand' and 'gravel/rock.' A preliminary study on this data set revealed 
that mayfly occurrence is concentrated on the silt clay dominant locations, that is, on the 
sediment types of 'silt clay' and 'silt clay with sand.' Figure 5.6 plots the sampling locations 
in 2002 indicating whether or not they belong to the silt clay dominant categories. Of the 125 
locations sampled in 2002, 82 (65.6%) appear to belong to these silt clay dominant categories. 
We consider building a model that can predict the type of sediment at a given location. 
5.4.2. Variables and Models 
For each of the sampling locations, a binary variable Yj- is defined such that 
for i =  ! , • • • ,  1 2 5 .  T h e  n e i g h b o r h o o d  T V , -  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  a n  i n d e x  s e t  o f  t h e  v a r i a b l e s  at locations 
whose distances from the i-th location are no greater than a fixed distance d > 0. We will 
consider, for this problem, an autologistic model, assuming 
where p; is the conditional probability of Y{ assuming the value 1, given the neighboring 
responses. Here, we have 
0 otherwise, 
1 if the sediment type at the z'-th location is 'silt clay' or 'silt with sand' 
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Figure 5.6 Plot of sampling locations and their sediment types in the 2002 
data. 
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Table 5.5 Maximum pseudo-likelihood estimates and prediction errors of 
the autologistic models for the 2002 sediment data parameterized 




of fj p. err (1) p. err (2) 
Quasi-Mixed Parameterization 





0.015 0.484 0.207 44/125 
-0.092 0.402 0.207 43/125 
-0.352 0.419 0.201 46/125 
-0.397 0.330 0.204 42/125 
0.651 2.048 0.202 41/125 
0.694 2.897 0.185 32/125 
0.761 3.269 0.175 28/125 
0.720 3.093 0.185 35/125 
where A; is the natural parameter function which is of the form, with a canonical parameteri­
zation, 
Ai = a + rj ^  yj,  a,  ?/ € R, (5.23) 
je Ni 
or with a quasi-mixed parameterization, 
Ai = lpg T—— + ~ 1  V ( y j ~ K ) '  K € (0, !),??€ R. (5.24) 
;€N, y|N,||Nj| 
In the 2002 data set with d = 1400, sizes of neighborhoods vary from 0 to 9, and they could be 
much more if sampling was conducted more thoroughly. Thus, as discussed in Section 5.2.5, 
scaling the dependence parameter is necessary to prevent the dependence parameter r\  from 
depending heavily on the neighborhood sizes. 
5.4.3. Parameter Estimation 
Given a certain value of the neighborhood radius d, the maximum pseudo-likelihood esti­
mates are computed for the models parameterized by (5.23) and (5.24). Table 5.5 contains 
the estimates as well as as prediction errors, which will be explained shortly, for different 
neighborhood radiuses d. In Table 5.5, the estimates for the models with the quasi-mixed 
parameterization are relatively stable over different neighborhood sizes, while those for the 
canonical model change considerably as the neighborhood size increases. 
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5.4.4. Prediction 
Using the parameter estimates in Table 5.5, the sediment type for each observed location of 
the 2002 data is predicted (assuming it was unobserved), given the neighboring observations, 
by 
P* = 1 +EAT > (5-25) 
and 
'  1  i f & > 0 . 5  
Vi = (5.26) 
0 otherwise 
where A,- is computed by either (5.23) or (5.24) for i = 1, • • - , n. 
The prediction ability of each model is assessed with criteria: (1) the mean squared errors, 
YA-iiVi-Pi)2/n and (2) the proportion of incorrectly classified sites, ^3™_1 (y^ —y,)2/n. In Table 
5.5, the prediction errors are lower for the proposed model than the corresponding canonical 
model for each d. 
Sediment types were recorded every year between 1999 and 2002. Since sediment charac­
teristics tend to remain stable over years we may combine the data sets from different years. 
Table 5.6 contains estimates and prediction errors obtained from multi-year data sets with d 
fixed at 1400. Neighborhoods in the data from years 1999-2002, say, contain up to 40 neigh­
bors, much larger than those in the single year (2002) data. Despite the variation in the 
neighborhood sizes, the parameter estimates are relatively stable and predictions are better 
for the quasi-mixed model. 
Figure 5.7 shows how the two parameterizations make the difference in prediction, based on 
the fitted models for the 2002 data with neighborhoods of d = 1400. The graph (a) of Figure 
5.7 plots the conditional probability of a location belonging to the silt dominant categories, 
which are computed by (5.23) and (5.25), against the proportion of neighbors belonging to 
these categories. The conditional probability curve considerably depends on the total number 
of neighbors. The graph (b) of Figure 5.7 plots the conditional probability curve computed 
by (5.24) and (5.25) for the proposed model, assuming |7V,-| = |Nj| for all j such that j € M'-
The plot shows that the conditional probability is invariant to the neighborhood size in the 
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Table 5.6 Maximum pseudo-likelihood estimates and prediction errors of 
the auto-logistic models for multi-year combined sediment data 
parameterized by the canonical and quasi-mixed parameters 




à f) p. err (1) p. err (2) 
Quasi-mixed parameterization 





-0.352 0.419 0.201 0.360 
-0.566 0.202 0.202 0.305 
-0.606 0.138 0.197 0.297 
-0.583 0.106 0.196 0.291 
0.761 3.269 0.175 0.224 
0.834 4.658 0.165 0.237 
0.880 5.163 0.159 0.214 
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Figure 5.7 Conditional mean against the proportion of positive responses 





In this article, a problem associated with parameterizations in conditionally specified mod­
els was considered. A new parameterization that separates the roles of the parameters under 
the pairwise-only dependence was proposed and its usefulness and flexibility was shown by 
simulations on irregular and regular lattices. With the new parameterization, we may have 
the marginal expectations stay close to the corresponding parameters and little affected by 
the change of the dependence parameters provided that the dependence is not too large. The 
application to the problem of predicting sediment types shows use of the new parameterization 
with scaling the dependence parameter is as simple as the canonical counterpart but offers 
some flexibility accounting for the number of neighbors. 
We have mainly considered one-parameter EEC families in this article. While an extension 
to multi-parameter families is obvious in some families such as multinomial conditionals models, 
we found it difficult or unnecessary for other families, due to a possible violation of natural 
parameter spaces and/or a model structure that can intrinsically standardize the neighboring 
effects without the standardization discussed in this article. For example, our parameterization 
is not appropriate for the Beta conditionals family (Kaiser and Cressie, 2000), which may be 
formulated, with the canonical parameterization, as 
A;,i(y_,-; 0) = au + log(l - yj) 
Ai,2(y-i;6) = a,-,2 + 53 77^2 Iog(j/,-) 
je#, 
for the parameters 6 = {a i :k, rj i tj.k : 1 <i,j< 11, i ± j, k = 1, 2} on 6 = {0 : a i ik  > 0, r]ij :k  < 
0}. Kaiser and Cressie (2000) showed that this formulation leads to a positive dependence 
between Y; and Yj such that j G Nt when rjij.k < 0. Note that adding neighboring variables 
never decreases A, j and A,,2- But the form of the conditional mean for Y, given the neighboring 
observations, 
Ai, 1 + A j',2 
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suggests adding neighboring variables does not necessarily imply an increase in the conditional 
mean. On the other hand, the form of the conditional variance, which is given as 
indicates that increasing both A^i and A,,2 should always result in a reduction of the condi­
tional variance. Intuitively, it would be a pleasant property in many applications that having 
more information on neighbors (conditionally) decreases the variability of the variable. 
Our arguments in this article have been rather heuristic and mostly based on simulations 
on particular models, and more theoretical research is obviously expected. We have briefly 
discussed upper bounds for the dependence parameters to make the proposed parameterization 
meaningful. Also, it would be interesting to set a bound for the difference between k and fx, 
perhaps as a function of the dependence parameter. It is also of our interest to see if we could 
control not only the mean structure but also the covariance structure. It would be useful even 
in Gaussian models if the covariance structure is controlled in a similar way as we did for the 
mean structure by centering. 
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CHAPTER 6 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
There has been an increasing interest in conditionally specified models, or Markov random 
field models, as a promising approach to modeling of complex dependence structures. While 
a few models such as Gaussian MRF models have been studied in depth and applied to many 
problems, application of other conditionally specified models has been rather limited by far, 
presumably because of the lack of general methodologies for non-Gaussian MRF models. An 
adequate general framework that covers a variety of MRF models is thus strongly anticipated. 
Focusing attention on a class of MRF models whose conditionals are specified in exponential 
family distributions, this dissertation was intended to develop methodologies to extend the 
applicability of MRF models. 
In Chapter 3, we developed a flexible procedure of model development for the class of expo­
nential family conditional (EFC) models, integrating the existing approaches to EFC modeling. 
We used the procedure for development of MRF models for bounded-sum variables such as 
probability vectors. This complex model development demonstrated the flexibility and use­
fulness of the proposed modeling procedure. Multivariate models generally involve a variety 
of dependence concepts, and simply having positive or negative correlation may not imply a 
desired dependence structure. To investigate the dependence structure in a MRF model of 
probability vectors, we studied the behavior of conditional expectations as neighboring values 
change. This example clearly illustrated that the conditional modeling approach provides a 
useful tool to investigate dependence structures in multivariate models having complex depen­
dence structures. 
In Chapter 4, we considered a problem of spatial modeling for categorical responses in an 
environmental study. We developed a spatial mixture model which has a Dirichlet-type MRF 
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model for the mixing process of parameters in a set of multinomial observational processes 
that are conditionally independent. The fitted model exhibited a superior fit to a non-mixture, 
multinomial conditionals model. It should be noted that the non-mixture model has a limi­
tation to appropriately control the dependence structure within a category. Interestingly, this 
indicates that an extension from the multinomial MRF model to the spatial mixture model 
not just gives additional uncertainty to the model but also provides an adequate spatial model 
structure that the non-mixture model cannot describe in a categorical data analysis with more 
than two categories. 
Although EFC models may be specified with any exponential families of distributions, 
models specified with Gaussian conditionals have been so far the most common in applications. 
Among the many 'nice' properties of Gaussian MRF models, the parameterization should 
be an important factor that makes Gaussian models so applicable. Consisting of marginal 
expectations and dependence parameters, the parameterization of Gaussian models offers a 
clear separation of the roles of the parameters, and thus enhances the interpretability of the 
model. Although it is difficult for other EFC models to have such parameterization in a 
simple manner, we proposed an alternative parameterization that could mimic it by centering 
the effects from neighbors to the natural parameter of each conditional density. The resulting 
parameterization consists of those playing the role of location parameters and those controlling 
the dependence between variables. Simulation studies showed that it could have a nice property 
of the Gaussian model to some extent and it would be particularly useful in many irregular 
lattice situations, compared with the uncentered parameterization. Most of the propositions 
contained in Chapter 5 are intuitive and validated mostly by simulation studies. It is hoped 
that these propositions will be followed and extended by further theoretical verifications. 
Aside from the problems dealt with in this dissertation, there are a fair amount of research 
possibilities for the conditional modeling approach and general EFC models. Relaxing the 
requirement of exponential family conditionals may be such an issue of interest. Formulation 
of exponential family conditional models provides a general framework, but it may still be 
too restrictive in some situations. It may be interesting and useful to consider specifying a 
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multivariate model with a set of conditional moments (e.g., conditional mean and variance) 
instead of conditional 'distributions.' Another important issue that must be studied in depth 
is development of methods for parameter estimation in EFC models. Especially in a complex 
model such as the spatial mixture model discussed in Chapter 4, the parameter estimation 
could be a huge problem. Development of general procedures for parameter estimation should 
greatly enhance the applicability of EFC models. 
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